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Abstract

The formation of GaSb nanopillars have been studied in real-time by spectro-
scopic Mueller matrix ellipsometry. Low energy ion sputtering of GaSb leads to
the formation of densely packed nanopillars on the surface. A graded anisotropic
effective medium model was developed to characterize the structures from ellip-
sometry measurements; based on ex situ ellipsometry, atomic force microscopy,
scanning electron microscopy and transmission electron microscopy. This model
was applied to derive the height of the nanopillars from real-time ellipsometry
measurements during sputtering. The real-time observations revealed an interest-
ing and surprising evolution of the GaSb nanostructures. The formation could be
divided into three regimes; first an initial stage with removal of oxide and some
delay, followed by a second regime with a rapid and steady increase of the pillar
height, and finally the formation changes to a third regime with a slow and linear
increase of the pillar height. The dependence of the formation on experimental
conditions, such as the temperature and the flux and energy of the ion beam, was
studied. It was found that the ion flux determines the timescale of the formation,
while the pillar height scale and late stage formation rate was controlled by the
energy and the temperature.

The real-time observations of GaSb during sputtering provide new insight into
why the GaSb nanopillars are formed. Traditionally the formation of patterns
on GaSb during sputtering was explained by the Bradley–Harper model, where
the structures are formed by a competition between curvature dependent sputter-
ing yield and diffusion. However, this model can not explain the observation of
the three different formation regimes. Instead, the real-time observations of the
nanopillar formation supports the self sustained etch masking mechanism [S. Le
Roy et al. Journal of Applied Physics 106 094308 (2009)]. In this explanation,
the pillars are formed due to segregation of Ga and the difference in sputtering
yield between Ga and Sb.

GaSb nanopillars with a height of less than 100 nm were found to have uniaxial
optical properties, with the optical axis parallel to the pillar axis. For larger
structures, the uniaxial effective medium model was not able to represent the
optical properties of the pillars. For sputtering with an ion energy of 500 eV,
nanopillars with a height up to 300 nm can be formed. By real-time Mueller matrix
measurements of the formation of such pillars, it was observed that the pillars had
biaxially optical properties as the height surpassed 100 nm. Fourier analysis of a
scanning electron microscope image of the final nanopillars showed that the lateral
anisotropy can be attributed to a direction dependent nearest neighbor distance.
Each individual pillar has uniaxial symmetry; the biaxial symmetry comes from
the anisotropic organization of the pillars.

A commercial Mueller matrix ellipsometer was applied for the real-time mea-
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surements, based on ferroelectric liquid crystals as polarization modulating ele-
ments. Improvements of such a system were proposed by optimizing the design
with a genetic algorithm. The new design promise to reduce the measurement noise
significantly compared to previous designs, in addition to extending the spectral
range into the infrared.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Nanoscience and nanotechnology have received a lot of attention over the recent
years, promising to create materials with new properties. Examples of such new
materials could be semiconductors with modified or intermediate bandgaps [1],
which can have important technological applications in more efficient solar cells [2],
light emitting diodes or sensors. Nanostructured surfaces can have applications as
anti-reflective coatings [3, 4], optical filters, or for high density magnetic record-
ing [5]. Good characterization tools for the nanoscale are necessary in order to
understand the formation of such structures, and thereby be able to design nanos-
tructures with desirable properties. Due to the diffraction limit of light, nanometer
resolution can not be achieved with optical microscopes. Instead well established
methods such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) and electron microscopy are
used to characterize nanostructures. These methods are, however, relatively time-
consuming and not well suited for in situ use or in-line production monitoring. To
understand and control complex formation processes of nanostructures, real-time
observations would be preferable. In this thesis I have applied ellipsometry to
monitor the formation of nanostructures in real-time, and derive how the average
height of the nanostructures evolve during formation.

Ellipsometry is an optical technique exploiting the vectorial nature of light,
by measuring the change of polarization state of reflected light. As an optical
method it is non-invasive and non-destructive, and it can easily access a process
in a vacuum chamber through optical windows. It is a much used technique for
accurately measuring the dielectric function of materials and the thickness of thin
layers, see e.g. [6, 7], and plays an important role in the semiconductor industry.
Ellipsometry has been widely applied for real-time monitoring of thin film growth
(see e.g. [8, 9, 10]), allowing real-time measurements of changes in film thickness
and composition. Ellipsometry is not only useful for measurements on materials
with homogeneous plane parallel layers, it may also be highly sensitive to changes
in heterogeneous or nanostructured materials, making it natural to extend the

3



4 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

use of ellipsometry also to real-time characterization of nanostructures. Several
real-time studies have been performed on rough surfaces [11, 12, 13], providing
information on the thickness of the rough layer. Other examples are real-time
studies of the evolution of plasmon resonances of silver nanoparticles [14, 15, 16],
and the evolution of the surface plasmon resonance of Ga nanoparticles [17].

The term nanostructure is used for objects that are larger than atoms, but
smaller than microstructures, typically on the scale of 1 nm to 100 nm. Even
though the term “nanoscience” is quite new, research on what is now called nanos-
tructures has been performed for a long time, e.g. on metal nanoparticles in glass
by Maxwell-Garnett in 1904. A large number of different names are used on what
can be defined as nanostructured materials; such as inhomogeneous, granular, het-
erogeneous, ceramic, composite and porous materials, clusters, island films, dis-
continuous films, sculpted films, rough surfaces, and so on. Over the recent years
there has been an accelerating interest in nanoscience [18] caused by improved
technology for preparation and characterization of nanomaterials. A cost-efficient
production is important in order for it to be viable to use such nanomaterials in
technology. So called self-assembled nanostructures are promising in that sense,
opening for low-cost production of nanostructures over large surface areas. Low
energy ion sputtering is an example of such a process, where ripples, dots or pillars
can be formed on the surface of various materials simply by exposure to a broad
ion beam. In this case the structures are eroded into the material exposed to the
ion beam, i.e. it is not deposition.

The discovery of the formation of nanodots during sputtering of compound
semiconductors was first made by Facsko et. al in 1999 [19], who produced
hexagonally ordered nanodots by normal incidence ion sputtering of gallium an-
timonide (GaSb). This process was proposed to be a low-cost, bottom-up ap-
proach to produce semiconductor quantum dots, and has since received much
interest. Similar dot formation has also been observed on other compounds, such
as InP [20], InSb, InAs [21] and GaAs [22]. Such patterns have been extensively
studied ex situ by AFM, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), to find the temporal evolution [23, 24], energy de-
pendence [25, 22], and temperature dependence [21]. In situ grazing-incidence
small-angle x-ray scattering (GISAXS) has been applied to study the time evo-
lution of the lateral size and ordering of GaSb nanodots[26, 27], by sequential
sputtering and measurements. However, no reports exist on real-time studies of
such structures during sputtering.

The formation of dots during sputtering is in the above references explained
on the basis of what is known as the Bradley–Harper model, where the structures
are formed by a competition between curvature dependent sputtering yield and
diffusion. However, for certain experimental conditions, sputtering of GaSb is
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reported to lead to tall pillar-like structures with high aspect ratio, and sputtering
with oblique ion incidence was found to give inclined nanopillars [28]. These
observations can not be explained by a formation mechanism based on the Bradley–
Harper model.

To obtain a deeper understanding on why these nanopillars are formed, real-
time ellipsometry will in this thesis be used to study the formation of nanopillars
during low energy ion sputtering of GaSb. Earlier ex situ studies of the tem-
poral evolution of GaSb structures relied on very few observation points, due to
the great time demand of producing a large sequence of samples with different
exposure times. In addition the microscopy characterization techniques are time
demanding in themselves. The production of a series of samples also introduces
the possibility of uncertainties in the experimental conditions within the sample
series, making temporal studies based on ex situ characterization challenging. In
situ spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements can be performed every few seconds
during the sputtering, without disturbing the process, allowing to observe the full
dynamics of the nanostructures’ formation process. By such dynamic studies, one
may learn more about how and when the formation starts, at what rate structures
form, and possible saturation and different regimes of the formation. One can
study how the formation dynamics depend on experimental conditions, such as
ion energy, ion flux and temperature. With ex situ methods it is only feasible to
study how the final structure depends on the experimental conditions. A good
understanding of how the experimental conditions influence the formation may
make it easier to produce structures with desirable shape and size.

As nanostructures are small compared to the wavelength of light, they can
in many cases be approximated as an effective media with an effective dielectric
function. If the structures have an anisotropic shape, the effective dielectric func-
tion representing the structure will also be anisotropic, even though the material
constituting the structures are optically isotropic [29, 30]. This is often referred
to as shape anisotropy. To correctly treat anisotropic materials, it is in general
necessary to perform generalized ellipsometry or Mueller matrix ellipsometry [7].
Therefore, a Mueller matrix ellipsometer was applied for this real-time study of
sputtering of GaSb, to account for any possible anisotropic optical properties of
the nanostructures.

The theoretical background of generalized ellipsometry and Mueller matrix
ellipsometry is introduced in chapter 2. Chapter 3 gives a short introduction
to sputtering, and a description of the structures that form on a GaSb surface
during sputtering. Two competing explanations for the formation are presented.
In chapter 4 an anisotropic graded effective medium model used to represent the
nanopillars is introduced. The details of the experimental setup used for the real-
time observations of sputtering of GaSb are discussed in chapter 5. Chapter 6
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gives a summary of the results of the ellipsometry studies of the GaSb nanopillars,
followed by six published papers.



Chapter 2

Theoretical background

In this chapter I will give a short introduction to polarized light and ellipsometry.
Different ways to represent polarized light and linear interactions of polarized light
with materials will be treated, and connected to what can be measured with an
ellipsometer.

2.1 Polarized light and ellipsometry

The electric field of a monochromatic electromagnetic wave propagating along the
z-axis, can be expressed as a superposition of two orthogonal field components,

E(z, t) = Re
{
Ex0 · ei(ωt−2πz/λ+δx)

}
x̂+ Re

{
Ey0 · ei(ωt−2πz/λ+δy)

}
ŷ. (2.1)

The eiωt time dependence have been chosen according to the 1968 Nebraska ellip-
sometry convention [31], resulting in negative imaginary parts of dielectric func-
tions. The polarization of such a wave will be given by the field amplitudes of
the two components (Ex0 and Ey0), and the relative phase difference (δ = δy − δx)
between them. These can conveniently be gathered into a complex vector, denoted
a Jones vector, that describes the polarization state of light.

E = Re

{[
E0xe

iδx

E0ye
iδy

]
· ei(ωt−2πz/λ)

}
(2.2)

The change of a polarization state after an interaction (e.g. an reflection from a
surface) can be described by a 2× 2 complex matrix, denoted a Jones matrix

[
Ex

Ey

]out
=

[
a b
c d

] [
Ex

Ey

]inc
, (2.3)

7
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where Ex and Ey are the complex elements of the Jones vectors, and the com-
plex elements a, b, c and d are transmission or reflection coefficients. The Jones
formalism can only treat coherent light and linear interactions.

To deal with quasi-monochromatic light that can be partially polarized, one
can use the Mueller–Stokes formalism. Any polarization state of light can be
completely described by four real parameters denoted the Stokes parameters [32],
which often are arranged into a column matrix and denoted a Stokes vector,

S =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
I
Q
U
V

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
〈Ex0(t)

2〉+ 〈Ey0(t)
2〉

〈Ex0(t)
2〉 − 〈Ey0(t)

2〉
2〈Ex0(t)Ey0(t) cos δ(t)〉
2〈Ex0(t)Ey0(t) sin δ(t)〉

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .

For quasi-monochromatic light the field amplitudes and phase difference will be
time dependent, and 〈·〉 denotes time-averages. The first element of the Stokes
vector (I) is a measure of the total light intensity and the three other elements
are intensity differences for different polarization components. Q is the difference
between the linearly polarized light intensity along the x and y direction, U is the
difference between ±45◦ linearly polarized light, and V is the difference between
left and right circular polarized light. The degree of polarization (DOP) of a Stokes
vector can be defined as

DOP =

√
Q2 + U2 + V 2

I
, (2.4)

taking the value 0 for unpolarized light and the value 1 for totally polarized light.
The change of a polarization state, represented by a Stokes vector, can be

described by a 4 × 4 real-valued transformation matrix called a Mueller matrix,
M, connecting an incoming Stokes vector, Sin, to an outgoing Stokes vector, Sout,

Sout = MSin. (2.5)

The Mueller matrix can describe the effect of any linear interaction of light with
a sample or an optical element. Polarization effects contained in a Mueller ma-
trix could be diattenuation (different amplitude transmittance or reflectance for
different polarization modes), retardance ( changing δ), and depolarization (which
increases the random component of the electric field).

A Mueller matrix that does not reduce the degree of polarization of a Stokes
vector, referred to as a Mueller–Jones matrix, can be represented by a correspond-
ing Jones matrix. The Mueller matrix, M, representing a Jones matrix, J, is given
as [6]

M = A(J⊗ J∗)A−1, (2.6)
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Figure 2.1: Field components for light reflected and transmitted at a smooth
surface between two materials.

where ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product, ∗ the complex conjugate and A is a
conversion matrix,

A =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0 1
1 0 0 −1
0 1 1 0
0 i −i 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ .

2.1.1 Ellipsometric parameters

I will here introduce the most used ellipsometric parameters (standard, generalized
and Mueller).

2.1.2 Standard ellipsometry of isotropic materials

Measurements of the polarization of light is usually referred to as polarimetry.
Ellipsometry is a type of polarimetric measurement where one measures the relative
change of phase and amplitude between two orthogonal electric field components
after a reflection. From the boundary conditions of Maxwell’s equations, the field
component parallel to the plane of incidence (Ep) will be changed differently by a
reflection than the component orthogonal to the plane of incidence (Es). A sketch
of the incoming and reflected field components can be seen in figure 2.1. In this
case the Jones matrix in the p− s basis will read

[
Ep

Es

]refl.
=

[
rpp rps
rsp rss

] [
Ep

Es

]inc
. (2.7)

For light reflected at a plane interface between two isotropic materials there will
be no coupling between orthogonal field components (rps = rsp = 0), and rpp and
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rss are given by Fresnel’s equations [6],

rpp =
ñ2 cosφ1 − ñ1 cosφ2

ñ2 cosφ1 + ñ1 cosφ2

, rss =
ñ1 cosφ1 − ñ2 cosφ2

ñ1 cosφ1 + ñ2 cosφ2

, (2.8)

where ñ1 and ñ2 are the complex index of refractions of the two materials, and φ1

and φ2 are the incident and refracted angle. The resulting change of polarization
from such a reflection can be described by the complex ratio

ρ =
rpp
rss

= tanψeiΔ, (2.9)

which often is expressed by the two ellipsometric angles ψ and Δ. ψ describes the
relative change of amplitude (|rpp/rss| = tanψ) and Δ describes the relative phase
change between the two orthogonal field components. A standard ellipsometer
measures these two parameters in some way, typically from Fourier components
of a reflected signal modulated by e.g. a rotating analyzer or compensator, or a
photoelastic phase modulator. In spectroscopic ellipsometry ψ and Δ are measured
over a range of wavelengths.

2.1.3 Generalized/Mueller matrix ellipsometry of anisotropic
materials

For reflections from an anisotropic material, there will in general be coupling be-
tween orthogonal field components (rps �= 0 and rsp �= 0). This can also be the case
for nanostructures of isotropic materials, but with an anisotropic shape. Standard
ellipsometry is not sufficient to fully characterize the polarization altering prop-
erties of such samples, generalized ellipsometry or Mueller matrix ellipsometry is
necessary. A generalized ellipsometer is capable of measuring the normalized Jones
matrix of reflections from a sample. This can be done by extending the standard
ellipsometry techniques by performing several measurements of the Fourier com-
ponents of a standard ellipsometer at different configurations [33]. The normalized
Jones matrix contains three complex ratios:

ρpp =
rpp
rss

= tanψppe
iΔpp , ρps =

rps
rss

= tanψpse
iΔps , and ρsp =

rsp
rss

= tanψspe
iΔsp .

(2.10)
Note that ρpp is defined the same way as ρ for an isotropic material. ρpp for an
anisotropic material can not, however, be measured by a standard ellipsometry
measurement, because of the possibility of mode coupling. One should beware
that different definitions of the generalized ellipsometry parameters exists in the
literature. Schubert applied a different convention in the Handbook of Ellipsom-
etry [33], defining Rps = rps/rpp and Rsp = rsp/rss, and having rps denote the
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coefficient for a p polarized incident wave and s polarized outgoing wave. This
is the opposite of the notation applied in this work, adopted from Azzam and
Bashara [6].

In Mueller ellipsometry one measures all the 16 elements of the Mueller matrix.
In generalized ellipsometry one does not necessarily perform enough measurements
to derive the full Mueller matrix. Only a subset of the matrix may be measured
which, in the absence of depolarization, is sufficient to derive the normalized Jones
matrix. To measure depolarizing samples, full Mueller matrix ellipsometry is nec-
essary. In this case a corresponding Jones matrix does not exist. For samples
with small depolarization effects, various methods can be used to find the closest
corresponding Jones matrix from a Mueller matrix [34, 35, 36].

In the case of a reflection from an isotropic and non-depolarizing smooth ma-
terial, the Mueller matrix can be expressed as

Miso =
|rpp|2 + |rss|2

2

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1 − cos 2Ψ 0 0
− cos 2Ψ 1 0 0

0 0 sin 2Ψ cosΔ sin 2Ψ sinΔ
0 0 − sin 2Ψ sinΔ sin 2Ψ cosΔ

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,

(2.11)
with Ψ and Δ defined in equation 2.9. This matrix is said to be block-diagonal;
the corresponding Jones matrix is diagonal. This matrix can also represent the
reflection from multiple plane parallel isotropic layers. For a reflection from an
anisotropic and non-depolarizing material, the Mueller matrix can be expressed
by the reflection coefficients through equation (2.6),

Maniso = (2.12)

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

1
2
(|rpp|2 + |rsp|2 + |rps|2 + |rss|2) 1

2
(|rpp|2 + |rsp|2 − |rps|2 − |rss|2) Re(rppr

∗
ps + rspr

∗
ss) Im(rppr

∗
ps + rspr

∗
ss)

1
2
(|rpp|2 − |rsp|2 + |rps|2 − |rss|2) 1

2
(|rpp|2 − |rsp|2 − |rps|2 + |rss|2) Re(rppr

∗
ps − rspr

∗
ss) Im(rppr

∗
ps − rspr

∗
ss)

Re(rppr
∗
sp + rpsr

∗
ss) Re(rppr

∗
sp − rspr

∗
ss) Re(rppr

∗
ss + rpsr

∗
sp) Im(rppr

∗
ss − rpsr

∗
sp)

−Im(rppr
∗
sp + rpsr

∗
ss) −Im(rppr

∗
sp − rpsr

∗
ss) −Im(rppr

∗
ss + rpsr

∗
sp) Re(rppr

∗
ss − rpsr

∗
sp)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .

2.2 Reflections from anisotropic layers

The Fresnel equations (2.8) give the reflection coefficients for an isotropic plane
boundary. This allows deriving the complex refractive index of a material from the
two parameters Ψ and Δ measured by standard ellipsometry. For light reflected
from a sample with a layered structure, the reflected wave will be a superposition
of waves reflected from the different boundaries, including multiple reflections.
For layers that are thin compared to the coherence length of the light, the waves
reflected from the different boundaries will interfere. By modeling the resulting
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Figure 2.2: Incident, reflected, and transmitted modes of a layered anisotropic
material.

reflection coefficients for a layered sample, spectroscopic ellipsometry is highly
sensitive to layer thickness and refractive index.

The reflection coefficients for a plane wave reflected from a stack of anisotropic
layers with plane parallel boundaries can be calculated by a 4×4 matrix algorithm
developed by Berreman and others [37, 38, 39, 40]. This algorithm is described in
detail in the Handbook of ellipsometry [33], and is implemented in software included
with several commercial ellipsometers. Therefore, only a brief description of the
method is given here. For a stack of isotropic materials the simpler Abelès 2 × 2
matrix method [6] can be applied.

The reflection coefficients from a layered structure can be found by solving
Maxwells equations with the appropriate boundary conditions (the tangential com-
ponents of the electric and magnetic fields are continuous over the boundaries).
A transfer matrix T is defined to connect the complex amplitudes of the inci-
dent (As, Ap), reflected (Bs, Bp) and transmitted (Cs, Cp) waves for the s and p
modes

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
As

Bs

Ap

Bp

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ = T ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
Cs

Ds

Cp

Dp

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
T11 T12 T13 T14
T21 T22 T23 T24
T31 T32 T33 T34
T41 T42 T43 T44

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎣
Cs

Ds

Cp

Dp

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (2.13)

If the layered structure rests on an infinite substrate, and is illuminated from the
ambient side only, there will be no back traveling modes (Dp = Ds = 0). In
that case the elements of the Jones matrix for reflection is given from the transfer
matrix as,
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rpp =

(
Bp

Ap

)
As=0

=
T11T43 − T41T13
T11T33 − T13T31

, rps =

(
Bp

As

)
Ap=0

=
T41T33 − T43T31
T11T33 − T13T31

rsp =

(
Bs

Ap

)
As=0

=
T11T23 − T21T13
T11T33 − T13T31

, rss =

(
Bs

As

)
Ap=0

=
T21T33 − T23T31
T11T33 − T13T31

.

For each layer in the structure a partial transfer matrix, Tp, can be defined
that connects the in-plane wave components at the front and back side of the
layer. Due to the boundary conditions the tangential components of the fields at
the back side of one layer must be equal to the fields at the front side of the next
layer. The fields at the first and last interface of a stack of layers can then simply
be connected by the product of the partial transfer matrices of each layer, in the
given order. The matrix T for structure consisting of N layers, with layer i having
the partial matrix Ti(di) and thickness di, can be expressed as

T = L−1a

N∏
i=1

[Tip(di)]
−1Lf = L−1a

N∏
i=1

[Tip(−di)]Lf , (2.14)

where La is a matrix projecting the incident and reflected fields into the tangential
plane, and Lf projects the transmitted fields from tangential plane in the substrate
to a plane normal to propagation direction of the transmitted wave. L−1a for an
isotropic ambient can be found from geometrical considerations to be

L−1a =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 1 −1/ña cosφa 0
0 1 1/ña cosφa 0

1/ cosφa 0 0 1/ña

−1/ cosφa 0 0 1/ña

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (2.15)

where ña is the complex index of refraction of the ambient medium and φa is the
angle of incidence. Lf for an isotropic substrate is

Lf =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

0 0 cosφf 0
1 0 0 0

−ñf cosφf 0 0
0 0 ñf 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (2.16)

where ñf is the complex index of refraction of the substrate, and φf is the angle
of refraction found by Snell’s law.

2.2.1 Partial transfer matrix

The partial transfer matrix of a layer is found by solving four differential equa-
tions derived by Berreman [37] from first-order Maxwell equations. The in-plane
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components of the electric and magnetic fields in Gaussian units and Cartesian
coordinates were shown to follow

∂z�Ψ(z) = −ik0Δ(z)�Ψ(z),

�Ψ(z) = (Ex, Ey, Hx, Hy)
T(z), k0 ≡ ω

c
, (2.17)

where ω is the angular frequency of the field, c the vacuum speed of light, Δ is a
4× 4 matrix, and (·)T denotes the transpose. The media is assumed non-magnetic
(μ = I, where I denotes the unity matrix) and non-gyrotropic. In this case the
dielectric tensor ε can be reduced to only three non-zero elements on the tensors
diagonal, one for each of the anisotropic material’s principal axes. An arbitrary
oriented medium can be described by an Euler rotation of the dielectric tensor in
the principal system

ε = Er(φ, θ, ψ)

⎡
⎣ εx′ 0 0

0 εy′ 0
0 0 εz′

⎤
⎦Er(−φ,−θ,−ψ),

where φ, θ, ψ are the Euler angles, Er is the Euler rotation matrix, and εx′ , εy′ , εz′
are the dielectric functions along the respective principal axes of the anisotropic
medium. The rotation matrix is given as [41],

E(φ, θ, ψ) =

⎡
⎣ cosψ sinψ 0
− sinψ cosψ 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ 1 0 0

0 cos θ sin θ
0 − sin θ cos θ

⎤
⎦
⎡
⎣ cosφ sinφ 0
− sinφ cosφ 0

0 0 1

⎤
⎦ .

The matrix Δ is given by the dielectric tensor ε of the layer, and the x-component
kx of the incident wave-vector �ka,

Δ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

−kx ε31
ε33

−kx ε32
ε33

0 1− k2x
ε33

0 0 0 0

ε23
ε31
ε33
− ε21 k2x − ε22 + ε23

ε32
ε33

0 kx
ε23
ε33

ε11 − ε13
ε31
ε33

ε12 − ε13
ε32
ε33

0 −kx ε13
ε33

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

with kx = ña sinΦa. For a homogeneous medium this matrix is independent
of z. The differential equations in 2.17 have exponential solutions, and can be
expressed by the partial transfer matrix Tp as

�Ψ(z + d) = e−i
ω
c
Δd�Ψ(z) = Tp(d)�Ψ(z),

Tp(d) = e−i
ω
c
Δd. (2.18)
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Tp(d) describe how the field components at the front and back of the layer are
connected, and includes the effect of all multiple reflections. For thin layers, it
can be found by expanding the exponential function in a common series in the
spectrally varying factor (ω

c
d). A numerically faster method can be found by

applying Cayley–Hamilton’s theorem [38]. This theorem states that the matrix
function Tp(d) can be expressed as a finite series up to the power of n− 1, where
n× n are the dimensions of the matrix. This implies that Tp can be expressed as

Tp ≡ e−i
ω
c
Δd = β0I+ β1Δ+ β2Δ

2 + β3Δ
3, (2.19)

where I is the identity matrix and the scalars βi must obey the equations,

e−i
ω
c
λkd =

3∑
j=0

βjλ
j
k, k = 1, ..., 4,

where λk are the eigenvalues of Δ. Equation 2.19 is also valid for thick layers.
Wohler et al.[38] have found that the solutions for βi can be written on the following
form,

β0 = −
4∑

i=1

λjλkλl
fi

λijλikλil
, β1 =

4∑
i=1

(λjλk + λjλl + λkλl)
fi

λijλikλil
,

β2 = −
4∑

i=1

(λj + λk + λl)
fi

λijλikλil
, β3 =

4∑
i=1

fi
λijλikλil

,

where λij = λi − λj and fi = e−ikoλih, with i, j, k, l = 1, ..., 4.
The values of the indices i, j, k and l are all different from each other. Note that

all the eigenvalues appear in an equal manner, making the equations independent
on the order of the eigenvalues. Each of these eigenvalues is associated with one
of the four plane waves existing in the homogeneous layer. The two solutions that
have a negative real part constitute forward traveling waves, while those associated
with the eigenvalues with a positive real part are backward traveling. Note that
this is the opposite of reference [42], since a different sign is used for the time
dependence of the electric field.

In the special case of a layer of isotropic material the transfer matrix is given
as

Tp =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

cos(k0dλ) 0 0 −iλ
ε
sin(k0dλ)

0 cos(k0dλ)
i
λ
sin(k0dλ) 0

0 iλ sin k0dλ cos k0dλ 0
−i ε

λ
sin(k0dλ) 0 0 cos(k0dλ)

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ ,

where ±λ are the degenerate eigenvalues of the Δ matrix,

λ1 = λ2 = −λ3 = −λ4 ≡ λ =
√
ε− k2x =

√
ñ2 − ñ2

a sin
2 Φa,
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of an effective medium representaion of a rough surface.

and ε is the isotropic dielectric function of the layer.

2.3 Effective medium models

To be able to characterize nanostructures from ellipsometric measurements, one
needs to model their optical properties in some way. A heterogeneous material
with inhomogeneities of sizes sufficiently smaller than the wavelength of a light
wave will appear like a homogeneous material for the wave. This means that there
will be no scattering from the material, and the material’s optical properties can
be described by an effective dielectric function. The reflection coefficients for plane
waves reflected from such a material can then be calculated by the approach out-
lined in section 2.2. Using ellipsometry it is then possible to measure the dielectric
function and layer thickness of an effective homogeneous material representing a
nanostructured surface, as sketched in figure 2.3. Different mixing formulas or ef-
fective medium theories can be used to find the volume filling factors of the mixed
materials or inclusion shapes [30]. In this section I will briefly discuss the basic
concepts of effective medium theories and present some of the most used formulas.

2.3.1 Claussius-Mossotti’s equation

Many of the effective medium equations are based on the principles of the Claussius-
Mossotti’s equation [43], that relates the microscopic polariziability of a large
number of molecules, represented by point dipoles, to the collective macroscopic
polarizability of all the molecules. If a dielectric medium is placed in an external
electric field E, an electric polarization P (dipole moment per unit volume) will
be induced in the medium, given by (in Gaussian units)

P = χeE,
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where χe is the macroscopic electric susceptibility of the medium. Each point
dipole contributes to the total polarization with its microscopic polarizability α
times the electric field at the point. If the molecules are closely packed, the neigh-
boring point dipoles will contribute to the electric field, giving rise to an internal
field Ei in addition to the macroscopic external field E. The total field at a point
will then be E + Ei. The internal field can be expressed as the difference be-
tween two terms, Ei = Enear − EP , where Enear represent the contribution from
the nearest neighbors and EP is the contribution from the average continuum ap-
proximation described by the macroscopic polarization P . By integrating over a
sphere containing many molecules, the average electric field inside the sphere can
be found to be [43],

EP = −4π

3
P .

Enear can be shown to be zero for molecules in a simple cubic lattice, and it is
expected to be zero also for the case of a completely random organization.

If 〈pmol〉 is the average dipole moments of the molecules, the total polarization
vector will be,

P = N〈pmol〉,
where N is the average number of molecules per unit volume, and

〈pmol〉 = α(E +Ei)

This gives (with Enear = 0)

P = Nα(E +
4π

3
P ),

which solved for P gives the macroscopic electric susceptibility,

χe =
P

E
=

Nα

1− 4π
3
Nα

.

Using ε = 1 + 4πχe (Gaussian units) we get Claussius-Mossotti’s equation

ε− 1

ε+ 2
=

4π

3
Nα, (2.20)

where ε is the macroscopic dielectric function of the collection of molecules, de-
pending on the microscopic polarizability, α, and the number density, N .
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2.3.2 Effective medium equations; Lorentz-Lorenz, Maxwell-
Garnett and Bruggeman

Claussius-Mossotti’s equation (equation (2.20)) relates microscopic polarizabili-
ties to a macroscopic dielectric function. Based on this equation one can develop
relations for the dielectric function of a heterogeneous material consisting of micro-
scopic regions with different dielectric functions. Such relations are called effective
medium equations or electromagnetic mixing formulas.

Claussius-Mossotti’s equation can be generalized to a random mixture of points
with two different polarizabilities, αa and αb, with volume densities Na and Nb:

ε− 1

ε+ 2
=

4π

3
(Naαa +Nbαb). (2.21)

Using equation (2.20) again on the two terms on the right, one gets the Lorentz-
Lorenz effective medium expression [44],

ε− 1

ε+ 2
= fa

εa − 1

εa + 2
+ fb

εb − 1

εb + 2
, (2.22)

where fi represent the volume fraction of the ith phase:

fi =
Ni∑
j Nj

,
∑
i

fi = 1.

To find the properties for a system made up by more than two different materials,
one can simply add more terms to equation (2.22).

Another equation can be derived from Claussius-Mossotti’s equation (2.20)
by considering the heterogeneous material to consist of inclusions of a material a
embedded in a host material b. The simplest case is to consider spherical inclusions.
The polarizability αa of a sphere with radius ra and dielectric function εa embedded
in a media with dielectric function εb can be shown to be (from Laplace’s equation
with proper boundary conditions) [43]

αa = r3a
εa − εb
εa + 2εb

.

For spheres that are sufficiently small compared to the wavelength of light, the
principles of Claussius-Mossotti’s equation can be extended to spheres with εa
embedded in a media with dielectric function εb,

ε− εb
ε+ 2εb

= fa
εa − εb
εa + 2εb

, (2.23)
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Figure 2.4: The three semi-axes of an ellipsoid.

where fa is the volume fraction of the spheres,

fa =
4π

3

r3a
V
.

V is the total volume divided by the number of spheres. Equation (2.23) is the
much used Maxwell-Garnett equation, introduced by Maxwell-Garnett in 1904 to
explain the colors in metal glasses [30]. The strong spectrally dependent absorption
of metal particles in glass is caused by a plasmon resonance for wavelengths where
Re{εa} = −2Re{εb}.

Maxwell-Garnett treats the two mixed components on an unequal footing, in
the way that interchanging εa and εb and fa and fb gives a different effective ε.
Some authors [44, 29] argue that such an interchange is more appropriate if fa > fb,
i.e. the media with the lowest filling factor should be an inclusion in the media
with the highest filling factor. Bruggeman resolved this issue by proposing that the
inclusions should be embedded in the effective medium itself, leading to what is
known as the Bruggeman effective medium expression, or just the effective-medium
approximation [30, 44],

0 = fa
εa − ε

εa + 2ε
+ fb

εb − ε

εb + 2ε
, (2.24)

where fa is the volume fraction of material a and fb = 1−fa is the volume fraction
of material b. The Bruggeman equation represents an aggregate mixture, where
the two materials are mixed on a random basis.

2.3.3 Anisotropic effective medium models

If the inclusions in the heterogeneous material have an ellipsoidal shape instead
of a spherical, the broken symmetry means the the induced polarization of the
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ellipsoid will depend on the direction of the electric field. The polarizability αi of
an ellipsoid along one of the semi-axes ai (i = 1, 2, 3) is given as

αi =
a1a2a3

3

εa − εb
εb + Li(εa − εb)

.

Li is the depolarization factor for the direction along ai, given as [30]

L1 =
a1a2a3

2

∫ ∞

0

ds

(s+ a21)
√
(s+ a21)(s+ a22)(s+ a23)

for L1. To find L2 (L3), interchange a2 and a1 (a3 and a1). The depolarization
factors can have values between 0 and 1, and must satisfy L1+L2+L3 = 1. For a
sphere all three factors are equal to 1/3. A disk will have the factors (1, 0, 0), and
a needle will have (0, 1/2, 1/2).

The Maxwell-Garnett equation can be generalized to inclusions of oriented
ellipsoids,

εi − εb
εi + 2εb

=
fa
3

εa − εb
εb + Li(εa − εb)

, (2.25)

where εi is the effective dielectric function in a direction i, along semi-axis ai of
the ellipsoid (see figure 2.4). The geometrical shape of the microscopic inclusions
makes the effective medium anisotropic. Equation (2.25) provides the diagonal
elements of the effective dielectric tensor in the principal coordinate system corre-
sponding with the orientation of the semi axes of the ellipsoid. Equation (2.25) is
sometimes referred to as the Bragg-Pippard equation [29].

Analogous to the generalization of the Maxwell-Garnett equation, the Brugge-
man effective medium equation (2.24) can also be generalized for ellipsoidal inclu-
sion to [45]:

0 = fa
εa − εi

εi + Li(εa − εi)
+ fb

εb − εi
εi + Li(εb − εi)

. (2.26)

The common factor 1/3 from the polarizability of an ellipsoid has been omitted. In
the special case of Li = 0 or Li = 1 equation (2.26) reduces to what is known as the
Wiener bounds [44]. Li = 0 corresponds to no screening between the inclusions,
which is the case when the electric field is parallel to the boundaries between the
mixed materials. Equation (2.26) then reduces to the weighted average,

εi = faεa + fbεb. (2.27)

In the opposite extreme maximum screening occurs when the field is normal to
the boundaries and Li = 1,

εi = (fa/εa + fb/εb)
−1 .
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2.3.4 Assumptions and limitations

The effective medium equations discussed above are based on several assumptions,
limiting their validity.

• The quasi-static approximation. The electric field is assumed to be
constant over an inclusion in the mixed material. This means the phase
of a wave is approximately the same over the size of an inclusion. This
approximation is only valid for inclusions that are small compared to the
wavelength. If this is not the case, models including retardation effects must
be applied.

• Size independent dielectric function. The dielectric functions of the
mixed materials was assumed to be independent of the size of the inclusions,
making the effective medium equations independent on absolute scale. This
assumption is problematic for small inclusions, by a reduction of the mean-
free path of free electrons and from quantization effects. Especially impor-
tant for metals when the size of the structure is smaller than the mean-free
path of the electrons. May be solved by using a size dependent dielectric
function. [46, 47]

• Negligible contributions from the near-fields (Enear = 0). Interactions
between the inclusions are only included by the average fields. Enear might
be important for low symmetry organizations [47, 48].

• “Infinite” 3-dimensional material is assumed For a 2-dimensional case,
like particles on a flat substrate, boundary effects might become important.
Interactions between particles and the substrate can give effective anisotropic
(uniaxial) optical properties for particles with isotropic shape, like spheres.
Such extensions of the Maxwell-Garnett equation have been made by Yam-
aguchi et al. [48]. Granqvist and Hunderi introduced effective depolarization
factors to account for substrate and near-field interactions [47].
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Chapter 3

Formation of GaSb
nanostructures by ion sputtering

3.1 Pattern formation by ion sputtering

Sputtering is the bombardement of a surface with an ion beam, leading to ejection
of atoms from the surface material. As an example of nanostructuration, we have
studied low energy ion sputtering of gallium antimonide (GaSb), leading to the
formation of high aspect ratio pillars on the surface. As opposed to a randomly
rough surface, which has random height fluctuations with some correlation length
and probability distribution for the height, sputtering of GaSb leads to nanopillars
with about the same size and shape. The nanopillars can be randomly distributed
on the surface, or in some special cases exhibit hexagonal ordering.

During sputtering of a surface, collisions between the bombarding ions and
the atoms in the surface will tear out atoms. These atoms can be deposited
on a different surface to create coatings and thin films [49]. This technique is
referred to as sputter deposition. Sputtering is also used to clean surfaces of
contaminations [50], remove oxide layers and reduce roughness [51]. However,
in some cases sputtering may increase the surface roughness due to a surface
instability. This was first observed by Navez et al. [52] in 1962, who found that low
energy Argon ion sputtering of glass at oblique incidence leads to the formation of
regular ripples with an amplitude of about 1 nm and a wavelength of less than 100
nm. Ripples formed by ion sputtering have later been observed on several different
metals and semiconductors (see e.g. Ref. [53, 54]). Possible applications of such
ripple patterns are as magnetic thin films [55], and templates for microelectronics
and aligned nanoparticles [56]. On compound semiconductors dense dot patterns
have been formed on GaSb [19] and InP [20] by ion sputtering at normal ion
incidence. These dot patterns can, depending on formation conditions, exhibit

23
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hexagonal ordering, which is promising for quantum dot applications, or have a
shape with high aspect ratio [28], which is promising for e.g. anti-reflective coating
applications.

The formation of nanostructures by ion sputtering has the advantage of being
a so-called “bottom-up” or self-assembled process, which allows structuring of
large surfaces relatively fast in a one step process. Structures with a wide range
of sizes can be made by adjusting the sputtering conditions. For sputtering of
GaSb, variations in size of over an order of magnitude can be achieved, from small
dots with a height of 10-20 nm, to high aspect ratio pillars more than 300 nm tall.
Figure 3.1 presents some examples of AFM images of GaSb surfaces sputtered with
different ion energy, all with normal ion beam incidence. The nanopillars point in
the direction towards the incoming ions. Sputtering with an oblique ion incidence
leads to inclined nanopillars. The inclination angle can be accurately controlled
by controlling the angle of ion incidence. Figure 3.2 shows SEM images of GaSb
nanopillars sputtered with various angles of ion incidence. A good understanding
of the connection between the nanostructures’ shape and size and the sputtering
conditions; such as ion energy, flux and temperature, can allow tailoring of the
properties of the nanostructures.

The formation of dots and pillars on compound semiconductors has been given
different explanations in the literature. In the initial reports, the formation of GaSb
nanostructures by sputtering was attributed to the same mechanisms as for the
formation of ripples [19]. Ripple formation is explained by the Bradley–Harper
model, in which the structures are formed by a competition between curvature
dependent sputtering yield and diffusion [57]. However, this model can not explain
the observation of high aspect ratio pillars, or the formation of inclined nanopillars
for sputtering with oblique ion incidence. From the observation of Ga enrichment
in the top of the nanopillars, a new explanation has been proposed, where the
formation has been ascribed to a masking effect of Ga and surface segregation [28].

Real-time observations of the formation of GaSb nanopillars can help provide
a deeper understanding of why such structures are formed. The mechanisms re-
sponsible for the formation of GaSb nanopillars are also expected to be valid for
the formation of nanostructures by sputtering on other compound semiconductors.
By understanding the formation on compound semiconductors, predictions may be
made of new materials that will form nanostructures during ion bombardment [58].

3.1.1 Sputtering theory

During ion bombardment of a surface, the incoming ions will lose their energy
in collisions with the atoms in the surface. The incoming ions cause a cascade
of collisions, which sometimes lead to a recoiling atom leaving the surface. In
addition to the ejected atoms, the ion beam also leads to material defects and
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Figure 3.1: AFM images of GaSb nanopillars prepared by sputtering with different
ion energy. Figure taken from [58]

Figure 3.2: SEM crossection images of GaSb nanopillars sputtered with various
angles of ion incidence. Figure taken from [58].
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A

A’

Ar +

Figure 3.3: Illustration of how Sigmund’s sputtering theory leads to a curvature
dependent sputtering yield, which is the formation mechanism in the Bradley–
Harper model. The energy received at a ridge (A) is smaller than at the bottom
(A’).

heating of the material. As a consequence, sputtering of crystalline GaSb quickly
leads to the formation of an amorphous overlayer.

The average number of atoms leaving the surface per incoming ion is called
the sputtering yield. The sputtering yield can have local variations over a surface,
caused by varying topography, composition, crystal structure, and defects [53].
The variations in yield can cause a surface instability, leading to formation of
surface structures. In the Bradley–Harper model, the instability is caused by a
curvature dependent sputtering yield. This is explained by applying Sigmund’s
sputtering theory [59] to approximate how the energy of of an incoming ion on
average is imparted to the sputtered material. The interaction between the ions
and the bombarded material is a stochastic process. On average it is approximated
that the energy deposited from the ions has a maximum at some point below the
surface, and that deposited energy decay as a Gaussian function away from this
point. This Gaussian is characterized by three parameters, the depth of the energy
center where the most energy is deposited, and two parameters defining the width
of the Gaussian function, parallel and orthogonal to the incident direction. The
width of the Gaussian is wider along the incident direction. For a curved surface,
this theory leads to more energy being deposited close to the surface on areas with
positive curvature (bottom of a ripple) than at areas with negative curvature (top
of a ripple), see figure 3.3. This gives a surface instability, that will amplify any
initial deviations from a flat surface during ion bombardment. The instability is
opposed by diffusion, which leads to smoothing of the surface. In the Bradley-
Harper model the surface is described by a continuous height function h. The
time evolution of h during sputtering follows a linear differential equation,

∂h

∂t
= −υ0 + γ

∂h

∂x
+ υx

∂2h

∂x2
+ υy

∂2h

∂y2
− B

(
∂4h

∂x4
+
∂4h

∂y4

)
. (3.1)
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υ0 is the rate of erosion for an unperturbed planar surface, υx and υy are the
effective surface tensions generated by the sputtering, γ is the lateral ripple motion,
and B is the surface diffusion coefficient.

Extensions of the Bradley-Harper model have been made to explain the forma-
tion of dot patterns for sputtering at normal incidence and for oblique incidence
with sample rotation. Non-linear extensions can explain observed features such as
amplitude saturation and hexagonal ordering [60, 61]. Shenoy et al.[62] extended
the Bradley–Harper model to include composition variations for ripple formation
on alloys, and recently Bradley and Shipman [63] extended this theory to describe
the formation of dots with short range hexagonal ordering on compound materials.
This model can explain the dot patterns observed by Facsko et al. [19] and others,
but it can not explain the nanopillars formed with the experimental conditions
described in this work. Models based on a curvature dependent sputtering yield
can not explain the formation of inclined pillars by sputtering at oblique ion inci-
dence, or the formation of high aspect ratio pillars. Based on examinations of the
composition of GaSb nanopillars, Le Roy et al. [28] proposed the formation to be
caused by phase segregation and preferential sputtering, and named the process
self-sustained etch masking.

3.1.2 Self-sustained etch masking

During sputtering of GaSb, there will be an enrichment of Ga in the surface, as
Sb has a slightly higher sputtering yield than Ga [64]. Due to the specific phase
diagram of GaSb, the excess Ga will segregate into Ga droplets. As the Ga is more
resistant to ion erosion, the droplets will partially shield the surface, initiating the
formation of GaSb nanopillars. This process is similar to how patterns are normally
transferred trough standard lithography and etching. The Ga in the droplets is
sputtered away more slowly than the GaSb in the surrounding area. As Sb is
preferentially sputtered away, the areas between the Ga droplets will be enriched
in Ga. This Ga will diffuse toward the droplets and continuously resupply them
with Ga, thereby the name self-sustained etch masking. This resupply explains
why high aspect ratio pillars can be formed. Ga shielding can also explain the
formation of inclined nanopillars for sputtering with oblique ion incidence.

To simulate the formation of GaSb nanopillars based on self-sustained etch
masking, Le Roy et al. formulated a diffuse-interface model based on only a small
number of ingredients, namely, (i) a difference in sputtering yield between the
two species, (ii) phase segregation of Ga, consistent with the equilibrium phase
diagram, and (iii) diffusion of matter in the amorphous layer created by the ion
impact (see Related paper 1). In a diffuse-interface model, surfaces are repre-
sented as smooth profiles of a scalar quantity, in this case density, with a small
but finite width. Such a model can describe inclined pillars, which have overhangs
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that can not be described by a height function h as used in the Bradley–Harper
model. The results of such simulations are compared to real-time ellipsometry
observations in Related paper 1.



Chapter 4

Optical modeling

A large number of different approaches exist for modeling the optical properties
of heterogeneous materials, and the necessary complexity depends on the mixed
materials dimension and type. GaSb nanopillars prepared by sputtering can have
a wide range of sizes. The smaller pillars fall well within the range of effective
medium models, while the larger are too large for effective medium models, but
still too small to give any significant scattering or diffraction effects. Diffraction
may be suppressed by the random distribution of pillars, scattering can be hard
to observe due to light trapping effects from the graded pillar shape. From the
early mixing rules such as Maxwell-Garnett, Lorentz-Lorenz and Bruggeman, more
advanced models have been developed, as described in section 2.3.4 and 4.1.3.
However, these more advanced models often have a high number of parameters,
which makes them suitable for forward calculations of the optical properties of
some well known structure, but less useful for the characterization of unknown
structures.

The purpose of this work was to learn more about the formation of nanos-
tructures on compound semiconductors by real-time ellipsometry measurements.
Therefore, the study was mainly focused on experimental conditions resulting in
structures small enough to be treated by a relatively simple effective medium
model. From extensive ex-situ spectroscopic ellipsometry and Mueller matrix el-
lipsometry of GaSb nanopillars, in combination with complementary studies by
AFM, SEM and TEM, an effective medium model depending on only a few pa-
rameters could be developed (Paper I). The parameters of this model can then
be fitted to real-time ellipsometry measurements of the pillars during sputter-
ing (Paper II). Real-time Mueller matrix measurements of pillars formed at
experimental conditions leading to larger nanopillars are presented in Paper V.

29
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4.1 Effective medium modeling in ellipsometry

Effective medium models have been much used to model ellipsometry measure-
ments of heterogeneous and rough materials. Before the development of spec-
troscopic ellipsometry, the Lorentz-Lorenz equation (equation (2.22)) was widely
used to model single wavelength ellipsometry measurements of rough surfaces [65].
With the advent of fast, automatic, spectroscopic ellipsometers, the validity of
effective medium representations of rough surfaces could be better assessed, and
Aspnes et al. found the Bruggeman equation (equation (2.24)) to best represent a
rough amorphous Si surface [65]. Several studies also report real-time ellipsometry
measurements on rough surfaces in combination with effective medium modeling.
Examples of single wavelength studies are presented by Theeten and Hottier who
studied surfaces during vapour phase growth [11], Pal et al. reported studies of
surface roughness development on photoresist materials during plasma process-
ing [13], and Akazawa studied the evolution of nanometer-scale Ge islands and
pits in Ge homoepitaxy [66]. Multichannel spectroscopic real-time studies have
also been performed on e.g. rough amorphous Si [12].

Other examples of heterogeneous materials that have been characterized by
spectroscopic ellipsometry in conjunction with effective medium modeling are e.g.
the study of Au clusters deposited on silica surfaces [67], and porous silicon [68].
Post-deposition nano-structural changes in silver island films have been determined
from real-time spectroscopic ellipsometry by use of a Maxwell-Garnett effective
medium model [15].

Columnar nanostructures can exhibit shape induced anisotropies. Hodgkinson
and Wu [29] described such structures by Bragg-Pippards [69] anisotropic effec-
tive medium equation. Uniaxially anisotropic effective medium models have been
applied to model column like heterogeneous materials, like ultraporous silicon pre-
pared by vacuume evaporation [70], porous aluminum oxide [71, 72]. In these
reports the columns were aligned normal to the substrate, resulting in an effective
dielectric function with the optic axis normal to the substrate. In this case there is
no polarization coupling, and the samples can be characterized by standard ellip-
sometry. The anisotropic Bruggeman effective medium equation (equation (2.26))
was applied with the the depolarization factors Lx,y = 1/2 and Lz = 0.

The anisotropic Bruggeman model has also been applied to model inclined
columnar materials by Euler rotations of the effective dielectric tensor in the prin-
cipal coordinate system. In that case generalized ellipsometry at several azimuth
sample orientations are necessary to characterize the optical properties. By such
studies the inclination angle of oblique silicon nanocolumns have been found [73],
and oblique MgF2 columnar thin films was characterized [74]. Cobalt nanoparti-
cles with ellipsoidal shapes buried in silica have been characterized by generalized
ellipsometry and modeled by an anisotropic Maxwell-Garnett formula [75], re-
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of the model representing the Gasb pillars prepared by normal
incidence sputtering. D1 and D2 are the effective diameters of the bottom and top
cylinder, and h is the pillar height.

sulting in information on layer thickness, volume fraction, orientation, and shape
factor of the nanoparticles. A different approach, not relying on effective medium
equations, was applied by Schmidt et al., who used generalized ellipsometry to
characterize the optical properties of inclined metal (Cr,Co and Ti) columnar thin
films [76, 77, 78]. The pillar orientation, inclination and height were determined by
modeling the structure as an anisotropic (monoclinic) homogeneous layer with a
dielectric tensor obtained via a point-by-point fit. Similarly an effective dielectric
tensor representing horizontal silver nanowire arrays was found from generalized
ellipsometry [79] by fitting dispersion relations to the dielectric functions along the
three principal directions.

4.1.1 GaSb nanopillar model

GaSb nanopillars prepared by low energy ion sputtering have a uniaxial symmetry,
similar to the columnar nanostructures studied by Hodgkinson and Wu ,and others
mentioned above. The conical shape of the pillars, as seen in figure 3.2, introduce
a gradient in the refractive index, which for tall pillars lead to a strong anti-
reflective effect. In analogy with earlier work on columnar nanostructures, the
GaSb pillars are modelled as an anisotropic effective medium. Parallel to the
pillar axis there will be no polarization screening, meaning that the depolarization
factor L|| = 0. Normal to the pillar axis the depolarization factor for the two
principal directions are equal to L⊥ = 1/2. In a two-dimensional effective medium
model this corresponds to cylindrical inclusions distributed on a surface. To model
the conical shape, the pillars are represented by a stack of cylinders with decreasing
diameter. A sketch of the effective medium model representing pillars prepared by
normal ion incidence is presented in figure 4.1. Each cylinder in the stack defines a
uniaxal layer with the optic axis along the cylinder axis, with an effective dielectric
tensor found from the generalized Bruggeman effective medium equation (equation
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(2.26)). In the direction of the optic axis the effective dielectric function ε|| can be
found as the volume average of the dielectric functions of GaSb and void (one of
the Wiener bounds, equation (2.27))

ε|| = fGaSbεGaSb + fvεv. (4.1)

Here f and ε denote the filling factors and complex dielectric functions, respec-
tively. The subscript GaSb refer to the crystalline core, and v to the surrounding
void. The dielectric function of GaSb was taken from reference [80], data from ref-
erence [81] was used for measurements at high temperatures. Normal to the optic
axis the effective dielectric function ε⊥ is given by equation (2.26) with L⊥ = 1/2,

fGaSb
εGaSb − ε⊥
ε⊥ + εGaSb

+ fv
εv − ε⊥
ε⊥ + εv

= 0. (4.2)

A stack of N = 50 layers is used to model the gradient. The diameter, d(n), of
the cylinders in layer n is set to vary linearly from the bottom diameter D1 to the
top diameter D2,

d(n) = D1 − (n− 1)
D1 −D2

N − 1
, n = 1..N. (4.3)

On average the GaSb pillars have 6 nearest neighbors [Paper I], hence the filling
factors have been calculated for a hexagonal lattice,

fGaSb(n) =
π√
12
d2(n). (4.4)

The bottom and top diameters D1 and D2 are normalized to the center to center
nearest neighbor distance, since only the volume filling factors influence the effec-
tive medium. This means that D1 and D2 will have values between 0 and 1, where
1 correspond to a close packed hexagonal lattice. Consequently the lateral size of
the pillars can not be found from ellipsometry measurements when the effective
medium approximation is valid. The lateral size have therefore been found by ex
situ AFM or SEM imaging of the final structures only.

Inclined pillars

Pillars formed by sputtering with oblique ion incidence will point toward the in-
coming ions. The optic axis will therefore be inclined by an angle θ from the
substrate normal equal to the angle of ion incidence. This is included in the
model by an Euler rotation of the principal effective dielectric tensor by an angle
θ from the substrate normal, and an azimuth rotation φ depending on the sample
orientation during the measurement.
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Figure 4.2: Sketch of optical model of the inclined GaSb nanopillars, pointing
along the direction z′ at an angle θ relative to the substrate normal.

The reflection coefficients for a stack of anisotropic layers can be calculated by
using Berreman’s 4×4 differential matrices (section 2.2). The effective parameters
can then be found from the ellipsometry measurement by minimizing a figure of
merit function χ2, given as

χ2 =
1

N · J − P + 1

N∑
i=1

J∑
j=1

(
mmod

j (i)−mexp
j (i)

σj(i)

)2

, (4.5)

where N is the number of points in the spectrum, J is the number of Mueller
elements used in the fit, P is the number of free parameters in the model, mmod

j

and mexp
j are the simulated and measured Mueller elements normalized with the

total reflectivity (M11), and σj is the standard deviation of the measurement.

4.1.2 Limitations

The anisotropic graded effective medium model described above allows character-
izing GaSb nanopillars by spectroscopic ellipsometry and Muller matrix ellipsom-
etry. By fitting the model to measurements one can derive the mean pillar height,
volume filling factors and gradient (D1 and D2) [Paper I], and for inclined pillars
one can in addition find the inclination angle and pillar orientation [Paper III]. A
limitation of this method is that one can not find the lateral size of the structures,
like nearest neighbor distance and absolute pillar diameter. This is inherent from
the validity of the effective medium model. The effective medium equations does
not depend on the absolute scale.

The effective medium model is only valid for structures that are sufficiently
smaller than than the wavelength of light. Especially the lateral scale should
be much smaller than the wavelength of light. The model can be considered as
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two dimensional, giving an effective dielectric function of an effective layer that
is independent of the thickness of the layer . Retardation effects due to the layer
thickness are included through the transfer matrix method to calculate reflections
from anisotropic layers. The conical shape of the pillars is included by a gradient
in the volume filling fraction of the effective medium along the direction of the
substrate normal. This should mean that it is the lateral size of the pillars that
limits the validity of the effective medium model. For inclined pillars this might
not be the case. For GaSb nanopillars the lateral size usually is larger for higher
pillars. This means that one can observe a failure of the optical model for a certain
pillar height, which could be caused by an increased lateral size that can not be
observed directly from the optical measurements.

4.1.3 Different optical models

This section gives a short summary of some other approaches to model the optical
properties of nanostructures.

Thin island film

Bedeaux and Vlieger [82] developed the so called thin island film theory, where
a thin discontinuous film or a rough surface is represented by a infinitesimally
thin polarizable dipole layer. The model takes into account both interactions
with image charges and lateral neighbor interactions. Like the effective medium
theories it is based on the quasi-static approximation, an is only valid for layers
that are thin compared to the wavelength of light. This theory has been applied
to model ellipsometry measurements on Au nanocolloids to determine the surface
coverage [83, 84].

Diffraction based methods

For structures with a size comparable to the wavelength of light, retardation ef-
fects becomes important, and the quasi-static approximation no longer holds. Such
structures may lead to scattering and diffraction of light. Rigorous coupled wave
analysis (RCWA) is a much used technique for calculations on diffraction gratings.
It is a rigorous method to calculate the optical properties of periodic structures [85],
but it is very computationally demanding for three-dimensional non-periodic struc-
tures. A more computationally efficient finite-element Green’s function approach
was developed by Chang et al. [86]. Both the finite-element Green’s function and
RCWA has been applied to model Si nanorods with diameters ranging 30− 45 nm
and heights between 200− 315 nm by Hsu et al. [87].
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For low amplitude scattering surfaces, the Rayleigh–Rice perturbation ap-
proach can be applied. Such an approach was e.g. used to model the optical
properties of low amplitude Ag ripples prepared by grazing incidence sputter-
ing [88]. However, the Rayleigh–Rice theory should not be applicable to model
the large GaSb nanopillars, due to their high aspect ratio.

Other homogenization approaches

In section 2.3 the most widely applied effective medium equations were introduced,
and their generalizations for anisotropic inclusions were described. It was also men-
tioned that more advanced models have been developed by Yamaguchi et al. [48]
and Granqvist and Hunderi [47] to include interactions with the substrate and
neighboring inclusions. Bergman formulated an approach to calculate the effective
dielectric function of a general composite material of any geometrical shape [89].
Numerous other examples exist in the literature, to e.g. model materials consisting
of a mix of inclusions with different shape or materials with coated inclusions etc..

A different approach, not relying on mixing rules, is to find an effective dielectric
function representing the structure by a point-by-point fit, or by fitting a dispersion
relation, to ellipsometry measurements of the nanostructures. This should be valid
for all materials with negligible scattering and diffraction effects. Examples of this
approach to model the optical properties of anisotropic nanostructures are reported
in references [76, 79]. Compared to the effective medium equation, this approach
gives no information on volume filling factors, but the thickness of the effective
layer and the orientation of its principal axes have been reported.
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Chapter 5

Experimental setup

In this section I will briefly explain the principles of the the different ellipsometers
used to study the GaSb nanopillars, both in situ and ex situ. A description will
also be given of the sputtering chamber and ion gun that was used to prepare
the samples. This has not been treated in detail in the published papers. Direct
nanoscale imaging tools used for ex situ characterization will also be described,
such as atomic force microscopy and scanning electron microscopy.

5.1 Ellipsometry

Ellipsometers based on several different technologies are commercially available
or described in the literature. All apply some kind of polarization modulating
components either before, after, or at both sides of the sample. The polarization
modulation can be achieved by e.g. rotating polarizers or compensators, electro-
optic crystals, photoelastic modulators and liquid crystals.

5.1.1 Mueller ellipsometry based on ferroelectric liquid crys-
tals

The in situ measurements were performed with a ferroelectric liquid crystal (FLC)
based Mueller matrix ellipsometer (MM16, Horiba Jobin Yvon), applying a mul-
tichannel spectrograph based on a charged coupled device (CCD) array detector.
The instrument is capable of measuring the Mueller matrix in the spectral range of
430− 850 nm (1.44− 2.88 eV), with a measurement time down to 3 s. To measure
the Mueller matrix, 4 different polarization states are generated by a polarization
state genetrator (PSG). The resulting polarization state of the light after a reflec-
tion from a sample is then measured by a polarization state analyzer (PSA). The
PSA measures the Stokes vector of the reflected light by performing 4 measure-
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ments for each generated state, meaning at least 16 intensity measurements must
be made to measure the Mueller matrix. The 4 states generated by the PSG are
designed to be as orthogonal as possible over the full spectral range, which means
that their Stokes vectors span out all polarization states as good as possible. The
same is the case for the 4 projection states of the PSA.

The polarization modulation in the PSA and PSG is achieved by two FLCs.
The first Mueller matrix polarimeter based on FLCs was reported by Garcia-Caurel
et al. [90]. Previously FLCs had been reported used in a Stokes polarimeter by
Gandorfer [91]. A Stokes polarimeter can measure the Stokes vector of light, and
consists only of a PSA. A FLC works as a phase retarder that can be electronically
switched between two states. The difference between the states corresponds to a
rotation of the fast axis by 45◦. By using a linear polarizer and two FLCs as a
PSG (PSA), one can generate 22 = 4 different polarization (projection) states. The
instrument derives the Mueller matrix from 16 discrete intensity measurements,
which can be gathered into a matrix, B. This matrix is connected to a measured
Mueller matrix, M, as

B = AMW. (5.1)

A and W are 4×4 system matrices of the PSA and PSG, respectively. The matrix
W contains the generated Stokes vectors as its columns. These can be found as
the first columns of the Mueller matrices of the PSG in the respective state. In
a similar fashion, the matrix A contains the projection states at its rows, found
from the first rows of the Mueller matrices of the PSA for the given states. These
system matrices are found by applying the eigenvalue calibration method [92],
which allows measuring the actual produced states by the PSA and PSG (A and
W), without relying on exact knowledge or modeling of the optical components.
M can then be found by inversion as

M = A−1BW−1. (5.2)

The noise amplification from B to M is proportional to the condition numbers of
the matrices A and W [93].

As the retardance of the FLCs is wavelength dependent, the PSG and PSA
can only produce the optimal states for a single wavelength. To have a broadband
instrument, trade offs must be done to have as good as possible performance over a
broad wavelength range. The spectral width of such an instrument will be limited
by the PSG and PSA not being able to create orthogonal enough states, leading to
an ill-conditioned equation system for deriving the Mueller matrix. Improvements
of a FLC based polarimeter are discussed in Paper VI.

The measurement scheme of the FLC based ellipsometer is different from other
ellipsometer technologies, which are usually based on continuous polarization mod-
ulation (e.g. by a rotating polarizer/compensator or a photoelastic modulator).
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The ellipsometric parameters and Mueller elements are then derived from Fourier
coefficients of the continuously varying intensity. A Mueller matrix ellipsometer
based on two rotating compensators has been described by Collins et al. [94],
based on achromatic compensators and multichannel detection over a broad spec-
tral range (1.5 − 6.5 eV). In comparison, liquid crystal based ellipsometers are
limited to the visible and infrared spectral range as the crystals degrade in ultra-
violet (UV) light. A dual rotating compensator ellipsometer has now also become
commercially available (RC2, J.A. Wollam Co., Inc.), but it is more expensive
than the MM16, and was not available at the start of this project.

The absolute uncertainty in the normalized Mueller matrix elements measured
by MM16 is less than 0.01. For measurements of air the accuracy of the ellipso-
metric parameters are reported to be Ψ = 45◦ ± 0.05◦,Δ = 0◦ ± 0.2◦ [95]. The
uncertainty in Ψ and Δ measured on an isotropic sample is slightly larger for the
MM16 than what can be achieved with standard monochromator based spectro-
scopic ellipsometers (based on rotating elements or photoelastic modulators). The
increased uncertainty could be caused by the discrete measurements being more
prone to noise, and from noise amplification in the inversion to find M (equa-
tion (5.2)). The CCD based spectrograph also gives less spectral resolution, but
has the advantage of high speed allowing real-time spectroscopic measurements.
As the full Mueller matrix is measured, real-time spectroscopic measurements can
be performed on anisotropic and depolarizing samples.

5.1.2 Phase modulated ellipsometry

A phase modulated spectroscopic ellipsometer (UVISEL, Horiba Jobin Yvon) was
used for ex situ measurements (Paper I) over a broad photon energy range
(1.5 − 6.5 eV) of GaSb nanopillars prepared by normal ion incidence sputtering.
The instrument uses a photoelastic modulator (on the input side) to continu-
ously modulate the polarization at a high frequency (50 kHz), without mechanical
movement. A photoelastic modulator consists of a bar of an optically transparent
crystal (e.g. fused Silica for the UV-visible range) exposed to periodical stress
from a piezoelectric transducer [96]. The stress induces an anisotropy in the crys-
tal, by altering the dielectric function in the direction parallel to the stress. For
light propagating through the crystals, this leads to a phase shift between modes
with orthogonal field components (retardance).

For the UVISEL ellipsometer, the light passes through a polarizer and the pho-
toelastic modulator on the input side. After reflection from a sample, the light
pass through another polarizer, often denoted the analyzer, before entering the
detector. Measurements can be performed with different configurations of the op-
tical components. These are denoted by the orientation of the modulator, M , and
the orientation of the polarizer, P , relative to the plane of incidence. In stan-
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dard configuration (M=0◦, P=45◦) for isotropic samples the measured intensities
are [96],

IS = sin 2Ψ sinΔ

IC = sin 2Ψ cosΔ.

In the configuration M= 45◦, P=45◦ one can measure,

IC′ = cos 2Ψ.

In case the sample is anisotropic and leads to polarization coupling, these inten-
sities will depend on several of the Mueller elements. One can then do generalized
ellipsometry with the phase modulated ellipsometer by performing measurements
at several combinations of different modulator and polarizer orientations, see e.g.
reference [97].

5.1.3 Angle resolved Mueller polarimeter

Ex situ measurements of samples sputtered with oblique ion incidence and sam-
ples with very large nanopillars were performed with an angle resolved Mueller po-
larimeter (custom built at Ecole Polytechnique). These measurements are reported
in Paper III and Paper V. The instrument applied a high numerical aperture
(NA=0.95) microscope objective in a double pass configuration with its back focal
plane imaged on a CCD camera, allowing simultaneous measurements of reflected
light at all azimuth angles and all angles of incidence below 62◦ [98, 99, 100]. The
light source was a lamp with various filters (532 nm and 633 nm). The PSA and
PSG of the polarimeter both consisted of a pair of variable retardance nematic
liquid crystals, and the polarimeter is based on a similar measurement scheme as
the FLC based Mueller ellipsometer described in section 5.1.1.

5.2 Sputtering chamber

The GaSb nanopillars were produced by sputtering GaSb wafers with Argon ions
in a dedicated ultra high vacuum (UHV) chamber, located at CNRS/Saint Gobain,
Aubervilliers, France. A sketch of the chamber is presented in figure 5.1. The UHV
chamber has an airlock with independent vacuum pumping systems, allowing to
introduce samples without breaking vacuum in the main chamber. Samples are
transfered from the airlock to the sample holder in the main chamber by a transfer
manipulator. The sample holder is fixed to a manipulator in the main chamber
that can translate the sample in and out, and rotate around the manipulator axis.
This rotation is used to control the angle of incidence of the ions impinging on
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Figure 5.1: Sketch of vacuum chamber used for sputtering of GaSb. Figure adapted
from [58].

the the surface from the ion gun. A retractable flux detector can be moved into
the ion beam to measure the ion flux, but not simultaneous to the sputtering of
a sample. A temperature control unit can heat the sample up to a temperature
of 450◦ C, and measure the temperature at the backside of the sample through a
thermocouple in the sample holder. The sample is not cooled during sputtering,
and the temperature at the back of the sample can increase from room temperature
and reach up to 80◦ C at the end of the experiment.

The pumping system maintains a base pressure in the main chamber of about
5 · 10−9 mbar. During sputtering a continuous flow of Argon gas is introduced into
the chamber through the ion gun, increasing the pressure to between 1 − 6 · 10−4
mbar.

5.2.1 Ion gun

The ion gun used in the experiments to create the ion beam was a Tectra Gen2
Plasma Source [101], based on a microwave electron cyclotron resonance. Argon
gas is introduced into an aluminum plasma cup, where it is ionized by a microwave
oscillating with a frequency of 2.45 GHz. A voltage difference between a metal grid
(at ground) at the opening of the cup and the cup itself (at positive bias) separates
the electrons from the ions. The accelerated electrons collide with atoms in the
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gas, ionizing it further. The ionization is increased by a static quadruple magnetic
field, forcing the electrons to move in elliptical orbits and increasing their path
length in the plasma. The magnets are designed such that a moving electron will
have an electron cyclotron resonance at the applied microwave frequency [102].
Argon ions are extracted from the plasma by a system of two grids with a voltage
difference accelerating the ions. This voltage difference gives the energy of the ions
in the ion beam. Voltages between 200 and 500 V was used in this work, leading
to ion energies ranging from 200 to 500 eV. The flux of the ion beam, defined as
the number of incident ions per second per unit area, depends on the density of
the plasma. This density depends on the Argon pressure and the intensity of the
microwave source, which is generated by a current between 10 and 25 mA in our
experiments. This results in an ion flux in the range 0.12 to 0.3 mA/cm2. The
flux is not only given by the current to the microwave source, it is also coupled
to the acceleration voltage. This coupling means that not all combinations of flux
and energy can be achieved with a stable ion beam.

Flux measurements

The flux of the ion beam, defined as the number of ions passing through a unit area
per unit time, is measured by a custom built detector. It is based on a 1 cm2 metal
plate connected to ground. The metal plate is fixed on a ceramic support at the
end of a rod that can translate the metal plate in and out of the ion beam. When
the metal plate is placed in the ion beam it will accumulate charge, leading to a
current. The flux can simply be measured by measuring this current, expressed in
mA/cm2.

Substrates

The samples sputtered were commercially available undoped crystalline (100) GaSb
wafers [103]. The samples were polished, with an initial roughness of less than 0.5
nm [58], and had a thickness of 0.45 mm. The wafers were cut into pieces off
approximately 1× 1 cm, and mounted on a molybdenum sample holder and fixed
by platinum springs.

In situ mounting of the ellipsometer

The MM16 Mueller matrix ellipsometer was mounted on the sputtering chamber
by two strain free optical windows (Horiba Jobin Yvon), allowing real-time in situ
measurements of the GaSb samples during sputtering. A sketch of the in situ set
up is presented in figure 5.2. The viewports of the UHV chamber allowed optical
access to the sample with an angle of incidence of 45◦ for sputtering with normal
ion incidence (see left part of figure 5.2). By rotating the sample 22.5◦ and moving
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Figure 5.2: Sketch of the experimental setup used for the in situ ellipsometry
measurements of GaSb during low energy ion sputtering. The input head (PSG)
and output head (PSA) of the ellipsometer are mounted on the vacuum chamber by
two strain free optical windows. Two different configurations were used. The left
figure shows sputtering at normal ion incidence, with an optical angle of incidence
of 45◦ for the ellipsometry. The formation of oblique pillars can be observed by
rotating the sample holder by 22.5◦, and moving the output head to a different
viewport (right figure).

the output head (PSA) of the ellipsometer to a different viewport, sputtering with
oblique ion incidence could also be observed, with an angle of incidence of 67.5◦ (see
right part of figure 5.2). For the oblique sputtering, the incoming ion beam will be
parallel to the optical plane of incidence. As the GaSb nanopillars will point toward
the incoming ion beam, they will lie in the plane of incidence, pointing towards the
incoming light. As earlier discussed, if the nanopillars can be modeled as a uniaxial
material with the optic axis parallel to the pillars axis, there will be no polarization
coupling for either of these configurations. In that case, it is not necessary to
measure the Mueller matrix, standard ellipsometry would be sufficient. However,
performing Mueller matrix measurements of such samples allows verifying that
this actually is the case. The real-time results presented in Paper II, Paper
IV, and Related paper 1 are of small pillars exhibiting no polarization coupling.
Paper V presents measurements of larger nanopillars, where measurements of the
Mueller matrix is necessary for correct optical characterization.

The shortest measurement time possible with the applied ellipsometer was
around 3 s. This limits the pillar formation rates that can be studied. For sputter-
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ing with high ion energy and flux, the nanopillars can increase significantly in size
during the measurement, leading to measurement errors. High nanopillars gives a
reduced signal, due to their anti-reflective optical properties.

5.3 Ex situ microscopy characterization tools

A number of microscopy methods have been used for ex situ characterization of
the GaSb nanopillars. This was necessary in order to develop an optical model
and to control the results from the optical measurements.

5.3.1 Atomic force microscopy

Atomic force microscopy is based on scanning a very small tip (probe) across a
surface and measuring its deflections [104]. It is one of the most widely used tools
for imaging, measurements and manipulation on the nanoscale. The tip is fixed to
a cantilever, which is deflected by atomic forces between the surface and the tip.
These deflections are accurately measured by having a laser spot being reflected
from the cantilever onto an array of photodetectors. The position of the tip can
be moved very accurately and precisely by pizoelectric elements. The principles
of AFM is very similar to those of a scanning tunneling microscope (STM), which
scans a probe over a biased sample and creates an image of the surface from the
tunneling current. As AFM applies atomic forces to form the image, it can be
used on non-conducting samples and in ambient atmosphere.

An AFM can be operated in two different modes [105], contact (static) and
tapping (dynamic) mode. In contact mode the tip is dragged across the surface and
an image is created by measuring the deflection of the cantilever. This mode can
lead to sample damage for soft samples, and tip damage. In this work tapping mode
was used to image the GaSb nanopillars. In tapping mode the tip oscillates up and
down near the cantilevers resonance frequency (around 300 kHz). As the tip moves
closer to the surface the amplitude of the oscillation changes. By adjusting the
average distance between the tip and the sample so that the oscillation amplitude
is constant, a topographic image of the surface can be formed.

The disadvantage of AFM is a very slow scanning speed (several minutes), and
the imaged area is very small. The tip that is scanned across the surface is very
fragile, and for high aspect ratio structures it easily breaks, leading to a false image
of the surface. Inclined pillars can not be properly imaged by AFM due to the
overhanging structure.
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Image analysis

Many studies have compared surface roughness measured by AFM and ellipsom-
etry combined with effective medium modeling (see e.g. [106, 107]). When char-
acterizing randomly rough surfaces a root mean square (RMS) amplitude is often
used as a statistical measure of the thickness of the rough layer.

RMS =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
1

(h(x, y)− h̄)2, (5.3)

where N is the number of points, h(x, y) is the surface height at a point with
the coordinates (x, y) and h̄ is the average of h(x, y). How the RMS of a rough
surface relate to the thickness of an effective medium layer found by spectroscopic
ellipsometry is not so clear, and will vary from different types of rough surfaces.
Fujiwara et al. found the height of a rough layer from spectroscopic ellipsometry
(hSE) to be related to the RMS found by AFM as hSE = 1.5 ·RMS+4Å, for rough
a-Si:H films [106]. Petrik et al. found different correlations between samples with
different kinds of roughness on polysilicon [107].

In the case of the GaSb nanopillars, pillars with approximately the same shape
are randomly distributed on the surface. The RMS value was not used to compare
the AFM measurements to the height found from ellipsometry, instead the average
height of all the pillars was calculated from the image. The height of a pillar was
defined as the height of the top relative to a minimum within a certain distance
(d) from the top. The mean height calculated this way increase strongly with
d for distances shorter than the mean bottom pillar radius. Then it saturates,
and the mean height found is then a good approximation to the real mean pillar
height. This saturation distance corresponds well to half the mean nearest neighbor
separation as estimated by AFM. Choosing a local minimum as a reference for the
pillar height compensates for tip effects. As the tip has a finite size (around 10
nm) and angle, it will not always reach the bottom between two closely packed
pillars. The local minimum will most likely be in a direction with longer neighbor
distance.

The average nearest neighbor size of the nanopillars was found by Voronoi
diagrams [93]. A Voronoi diagram is made by dividing the surface into polygons
containing one pillar. All the points in a polygon is closer to the given pillar than
to any of other pillars. The number of neighbors a pillar has can then be found
by counting the number of sides of its polygon, and the average distance between
the neighboring pillars can be found.

AFM measurements were performed using the tapping mode of a Nanoscope
IIIA instrument from Veeco. The Si cantilevers used for the observations had a
radius of curvature less than 10 nm and a spring constant of 40 N/m (supplied
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by NanoAndMore). Typical scan lengths were 1 to 4 μm with a resolution of 512
points per line.

5.3.2 Scanning electron microscopy

A scanning electron microscope (Zeiss Ultra 55) was used to characterize samples
with large pillars , and samples with inclined pillars that could not be characterized
by AFM. A SEM works by scanning a very narrow electron beam across the
sample. Morphological or chemical information about the surface can then be
found by various detectors. In this work only information from the secondary
electrons was applied. The secondary electrons are ejected from the k-orbitals of
the sample by inelastic scattering of the scanning electron beam. The amount of
secondary electrons released from the surface depends on the angle of incidence
of the incoming electron beam, which makes it possible to create an image of the
sample with down to a few nanometers of resolution (see e.g. [108]).

To find the height of inclined pillars, the samples were cleaved along a crystal-
lographic direction, and the cross-section was imaged. Normal view images were
also acquired of samples with large pillars, to get information about the lateral size
and possible ordering. Ordering can easily be observed from the power spectral
density (PSD) of a an image, which is found by taking the absolute value of a 2D
Fourier transform of the image.

5.4 Alternative methods

Other methods than those mentioned above that have been used to study the mor-
phology evolution of nanostructures. In situ studies of sputtering of GaSb have
been performed with grazing-incidence small-angle x-ray scattering (GISAXS) [109].
GISAXS allowed deriving the lateral size and the degree of ordering (correlation
length) of the structure, but the heights were not reported [26, 27]. This makes the
method complementary to in situ ellipsometry, which allows deriving the height
but not the lateral size. The reported GISAXS study was not performed in real-
time. Due to a long acquisition time the samples were sputtered and measured
sequentially. The technique requires an intense and well-collimated x-ray beam,
typically provided by a synchrotron.

Absolute reflectivity measurements can be applied for real-time measurements.
Compared to ellipsometry, no polarizing optics is necessary, and shorter acquisition
times may be achieved. The disadvantage is that only one parameter is measured,
compared to two or more in ellipsometry. Measuring the absolute reflectivity can
be preferable in some cases, such as measuring the thickness of thick films and
for measurements of geometrically rough surfaces (which are rough on a scale
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larger than the wavelength of light) [110]. The absolute reflectance is recorded by
a Muller matrix ellipsometer (M11), but usually not with same accuracy as the
normalized Mueller elements due to e.g. source fluctuations. For sputtering of
GaSb, deposition on the windows is an issue for absolute measurements.

Reflectance-difference(anisotropy) spectroscopy (RDS/RAS) have been widely
applied for real-time studies of surface anisotropies of semiconductors [111] and
nanostructured surfaces [112, 113, 114]. RAS is highly sensitive, but can only
measure the anisotropic part of the optical properties. In comparison, Mueller
matrix ellipsometry can measure the absolute dielectric function of an anisotropic
material, not only the relative difference along the principal axes. RDS measure-
ments of GaSb pillars are not useful for deriving the pillar height, but may provide
information on anisotropic lateral ordering (see Paper V). RDS is performed
at normal angle of incidence. This requires only one optical window, but is not
compatible with sputtering at normal ion incidence.
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Chapter 6

Summary and conclusions

The formation of GaSb nanopillars by low energy ion sputtering has been stud-
ied in real-time with spectroscopic ellipsometry and spectroscopic Mueller matrix
ellipsometry. In Paper I an effective medium model was developed to repre-
sent the pillars, based on ex situ spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements, AFM,
SEM, and TEM studies. Small pillars were found to be well modeled by a uniaxi-
ally anisotropic graded effective medium model, where the pillars are treated as a
stack of cylinders with decreasing diameter. This model enabled deriving the pillar
height from spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements, and this height was found
to correspond well with the height found from the direct microscopic methods.

In Paper III, the effective medium model was extended to represent inclined
GaSb nanopillars prepared by sputtering with oblique ion incidence, based on spec-
troscopic Mueller matrix measurements at several azimuth sample orientations.
The pillar height, inclination, and orientation found from the optical measure-
ments agreed well with the results from cross-section SEM images. For samples
with nanopillars inclined by 45◦ or less, the height could be determined from spec-
troscopic Mueller matrix measurement at a single azimuth orientation, opening for
real-time in situ observation of the formation. The nanopillars were also studied
using a single wavelength angle resolved Mueller polarimeter, which could be used
to determine height and inclination of the pillars, in addition to validating the
optical model over a wide range of incident and azimuth angles.

In Paper II, it is demonstrated that real-time in situ spectroscopic ellipsom-
etry can be used to measure the height evolution of nanostructures during low
energy ion sputtering of GaSb. A series of of GaSb samples were exposed to an
ion beam for various exposure times under the same experimental conditions, and
the endpoints of the height evolutions were compared to ex situ AFM measure-
ments of the final structure. The real-time observations revealed an interesting and
surprising evolution of the GaSb nanostructures during sputtering. The formation
could be divided into three regimes; first an initial stage with removal of oxide and
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some delay, followed by a second regime with a rapid and steady increase of the
pillar height, and finally the formation changes to a third regime with a slow and
linear increase of the pillar height. The last regime was found to continue for up
to an ion exposure time of 30 minutes without signs of saturation. The transition
from the initial regime to the rapid regime was found to fit well to an exponential
time dependence.

The three observed formation regimes of the GaSb nanopillars can not be
explained by the Bradley–Harper model, which initially was proposed to explain
the formation of GaSb nanostructures by ion sputtering. Instead Le Roy et al.
formulated a phenomenological diffuse interface model to explain the formation,
based on a process named self-sustained etch masking [28]. This model included
three basic components; difference in sputtering yield between the two species,
phase segregation of Ga, and diffusion of matter in the amorphous layer created
by the ion impact. The formation rate simulated by such a model was compared
to the height evolution found by real-time ellipsometry in Related paper 1, and
it was able to reproduce the three formation regimes observed in Paper II. This
result is in strong support of the self-sustained etch masking mechanism proposed
to explain the formation of the pillars by Le Roy et al. in reference [28], rather
than the Bradley–Harper mechanism.

The optical model developed in Paper I and Paper III, and verified in situ in
Paper II, allows to study how the height evolution of GaSb nanopillars depends
on experimental conditions, such as ion flux, energy, and temperature. This is
done in an extensive and systematic real-time ellipsometry investigation presented
in Paper IV, in combination with ex situ AFM and SEM studies. Both sput-
tering at normal ion incidence and 22.5◦ inclined ion incidence was studied. It
was found that the ion flux determines the timescale of the formation, while the
pillar length scale and late stage formation rate was controlled by the energy and
the temperature. The lateral length scale of the patterns are mainly determined
during the second of the three regimes observed in Paper II. These observations
are discussed and explained on basis of the self-sustained etch masking mechanism
and the earlier mentioned phenomenological diffuse interface model. The com-
bined AFM and in situ ellipsometry study evidences that it is possible to select a
lateral scale using an adequate energy or temperature in the first formation regime.
Afterward, the height can be adjusted by tuning of the flux and the exposure time.
This observation opens for enhanced control over the patterns obtained on GaSb.

In Paper II and Paper IV, only nanopillars with a height of less than 100
nm was studied. For larger structures, the uniaxial effective medium model was
not able to represent the optical properties of the pillars. In Paper V, sputtering
of GaSb with an ion energy leading to large nanopillars was monitored in real-
time by Mueller matrix ellipsometry. For the first 3 minutes the optical properties
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of the nanopillars were modeled by a graded uniaxial effective medium model.
After 3 minutes, as the height of the pillars surpassed 100 nm, coupling between
orthogonal polarization modes was observed from the measurements. From ex
situ angle resolved Mueller matrix polarimetry of the final structure, this coupling
was attributed to the pillars having effective biaxial optical properties, with one
intrinsic axis normal to the substrate. Fourier analysis of a scanning electron
microscope image of the final nanopillars showed that the lateral anisotropy can
be attributed to a direction dependent nearest neighbor distance. Each individual
pillar has a uniaxial symmetry, the biaxial symmetry comes from the anisotropic
organization of the pillars.

All the in situ ellipsometry measurements were performed with a commercial
Mueller matrix ellipsometer (MM16, Horiba Jobin Yvon), based on four ferroelec-
tric liquid crystals as polarization modulating elements, two in the polarization
state generator and two in the polarization state analyzer. The quality of the
measurements of such a system depends on its ability to generate as orthogonal
polarization and analyzation states as possible, to span out all possible states. Due
to the dispersive properties of the optical elements, this is only achieved over a
relatively narrow spectral range with the MM16, from 430−850 nm. In Paper VI
improved designs of such a system based on four or six ferroelectric liquid crystals
are found by the use of a genetic algorithm. The results promise to reduce the
measurement noise significantly compared to previous designs, up to a factor of 4.5
for a Mueller polarimeter, in addition to extending the spectral range to 430−2000
nm.
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writing the paper.
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Low energy ion-beam sputtering of GaSb results in self-organized nanostructures with the potential of
structuring large surface areas. Characterization of such nanostructures by optical methods is studied
and compared to direct (local) microscopic methods. The samples consist of densely packed GaSb cones on
bulk GaSb, approximately 30, 50, and 300nm in height, prepared by sputtering at normal incidence. The
optical properties are studied by spectroscopic ellipsometry, in the range 0:6–6:5 eV, and with Mueller
matrix ellipsometry in the visible range, 1:46–2:88 eV. The optical measurements are compared to direct
topography measurements obtained by scanning electron microscopy, high resolution transmission elec-
tron microscopy, and atomic force microscopy. Good agreement is achieved between the two classes of
methods when the experimental optical response of the short cones (<55nm) is inverted with respect
to topological surface information, via a graded anisotropic effectivemediummodel. Themain topological
parameter measured was the average cone height. Optical methods are shown to represent a valuable
characterization tool of nanostructured surfaces, in particular when a large coverage area is desirable.
Because of the fast and nondestructive properties of optical techniques, they may readily be adapted to
in situ configurations. © 2008 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 120.2130, 160.4236, 310.6628, 260.2065.

1. Introduction

The recent advent of nanotechnology and na-
noscience has made it increasingly important to be
able to “see” features of a sample down to a nano-
metric scale. Today this is typically achieved with
the aid of several well-established microscopic tech-
niques like, atomic force microscopy (AFM), scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM). All these techniques can
achieve nanometric resolution, and are therefore at-
tractive when one wants to image the fine details of a

sample. Moreover, they can be said to be local in the
sense that only a rather small surface area can be
imaged with good resolution. They are also rather
time consuming techniques, and the required equip-
ment is costly and physically large. As a result, they
are not generally suited for in situ characterization.
Traditionally, optical techniques have been attrac-

tive for in situ studies due to its measurement speed,
relatively low equipment cost, noncontact properties,
and ease of integration with other setups. Optical
techniques also have the advantage of being able
to cover a large surface area with relative ease. This
is a great advantage, for instance, in monitoring ap-
plications where it is the average properties that are
of interest, and not the local features at a given

0003-6935/08/285130-10$15.00/0
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location at the surface. For nanometer scale struc-
tures, the applicability of optical techniques are lim-
ited by the diffraction limit [1], making imaging of
such structures by visible light impossible. However,
even if direct optical imaging is challenging for na-
nostructures, it is well-known that they can have
strong polarization altering properties on the inci-
dent radiation. Hence, indirect optical techniques
can, in principle, be devised for the purpose of ex-
tracting topographic information about the sample.
The aim of this paper is to present such a methodol-
ogy, and to compare the large area optical result to
local information obtained by direct methods.
Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) is a celebrated po-

larimetric technique, much used for measuring the
thickness of thin film layers and for determining
the index of refraction of materials. It can also be
used to characterize nanostructures. For example,
generalized ellipsometry has been used to measure
the inclination angle of nanorods [2]. The sensitivity
of spectroscopic ellipsometry to the thickness of thin
layers is remarkable and can be down to single atom
layers. This is achieved by knowing the refractive in-
dices of the materials and utilizing optical models.
The aim of this study is to exploit SEs sensitivity
of thin film thickness to accurately measure the
height of conical shaped nanostructures. This is done
by developing a suitable optical model. Information
on shape and regularity can possibly also be at-
tained. The ellipsometric spot will always average
over a relatively large (surface) area, providing infor-
mation on the mean properties of the structures. It is
both noninvasive and fast, making it suitable as a
tool for in situ characterization.
Nanostructured surfaces and materials open up

for a new range of applications. In photonics, for ex-
ample, optical properties of thin films may be mi-
micked by nanostructures and supply new and
enhanced properties (see e.g., [2], and references
therein). An example of such properties can be anti-
reflective coatings with low reflectivity over a large
spectral range and a wide range of incident an-
gles [3].
Low energy ion sputtered GaSb is a good example

of self-organized formation of densely packed cones
and has been proposed as a cost-effective method
for production of e.g., quantum dots [4]. The proper-
ties of such a surface may, to a large extent, be tai-
lored by controlling sputtering conditions. The latter
issue is a typical target application area of ellipsome-
try. In the case of a future large scale production of
such surfaces, SE could possibly be used as an effi-
cient production control tool for testing individual
samples.
Here, optical models are initially constructed from

observations from high resolution transmission elec-
tron microscopy (HR-TEM), field emission gun scan-
ning electron microscopy (FEG-SEM), and AFM. The
latter give a direct observation of the nanostructures,
with respect to density, cone separation, cone height,
number of nearest neighbors, etc. Information on the

shape and crystal structure of individual cones, were
obtained from HR-TEM studies of carefully prepared
slices of nanostructured GaSb.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we

describe the experimental details of both the direct
microscopic (SEM, TEM, and AFM), and the optical
(SE) studies. A brief theoretical background on ellip-
sometry is also given. In Section 3 we present the re-
sults of these studies. The optical properties of
conical nanostructures are discussed in relation to
the effective medium approximation. An optical mod-
el is presented in Subsection 3.C that enables char-
acterization of such structures from optical
measurements by fitting the model parameters to
the SE measurements. Information gained from
optical characterization are finally compared to the
results from the direct microscopic studies.

2. Experimental Details and Theoretical Background

The samples consisted of GaSb sputtered by low en-
ergy Arþ ions [5]. The sputtering conditions for each
sample are reported in Table 1. The substrates were
crystalline GaSb (100) wafers of 500 μm thickness.
All samples were sputtered at room temperature.
The samples characterized in this study (samples
A–D) were all sputtered at normal ion incidence. Ad-
ditional samples were also prepared by sputtering at
45° ion incidence, resulting in nanocones tilted from
the surface normal [6]. Characterization of such
structures are left for future work. The FEG-SEM
images were obtained using a Hitachi S-4300SE,
and Zeiss Supra instruments. TEM analysis was per-
formed using a JEOL 2010F. Cross section TEM sam-
ples were prepared by both ion-milling and
ultramicrotomy to investigate possible preparation
induced artefacts in the microstructure. Ion-milling
was performed using a Gatan PIPS instrument, op-
erating at 3:5kV with a thinning angle of 3:5–4°. Ul-
tramicrotomy was performed using a Reichart–Jung
Ultracut E instrument. AFM measurements were
done by a DI-VEECO AFM with a NanoScope IIIa
controller from Digital Instruments, operated in tap-
ping mode. Silicon tips with radius less than 10nm
were used.
The optical far field measurements were per-

formed using a commercial photo-elastic-modulator
spectroscopic ellipsometer (PMSE) in the photon en-
ergy range 0:6–6:5eV (UVISEL, Horriba Jobin Yvon),
at an angle of incidence of 55°. The complete Mueller
matrix was also measured using a commercial ferro-
electric liquid-crystal retarder-based Mueller matrix

Table 1. Sputtering Conditions and Definition of the Samples

Sample
Name

Sputter
Time
(min)

Mean
Temperature

(°C)

Applied
Voltage
(V)

Average Flux
(mA=cm2)

A 10 33 −400 0.098
B 10 41 −400 0.096
C 10 35 −300 0.28
D 10 47 −500 0.37
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ellipsometer (MM16) in the range 1:46–2:88 eV
(850–430nm). Such measurements were made for
several angles of incidence in the range from 55°
to 70° and as a function of the sample rotation angle
around its normal to the (mean) surface. The orien-
tation of the sample with respect to the direction of
the incoming beam was carefully recorded, and the
sample was rotated manually in steps of 45ð�2Þ°,
with a total sample rotation in all cases of at
least 360°.
The PMSE measurements were performed in the

standard UVISEL setup, i.e., a polarizer-sample-
PEM-analyzer, where the angle of the fast axis of
the PEM with respect to the analyzer is fixed at
45°. Measurements were performed in the standard
PMSE configurations (ΘM ¼ 0°, ΘA ¼ 45°) [7], deter-
mining Is ¼ −m43 and Ic ¼ m33, where m43 and m33
are normalized Mueller matrix elements related to
the unormalized Mueller matrix M by m ¼M=M11.
For the reflection from an isotropic planar surface,
they can be defined according to

Is ¼ −m43 ¼ sin 2Ψ sinΔ; ð1Þ

Ic ¼ m33 ¼ sin 2Ψ cosΔ; ð2Þ

where Ψ and Δ denote the ellispometric angles re-
lated to the ratio of the complex reflection ampli-
tudes rpp=rss ¼ tanΨeiΔ [8].
Additional measurements were performed in the

configuration ðΘM ¼ 45°;ΘA ¼ 45°Þ, enabling the de-
termination of

Ic2 ¼ −m12 ¼ cos 2Ψ: ð3Þ

The quantities, Is, Ic, and Ic2 , as defined in Eqs. (1)–
(3) are known as the ellipsometric intensities. For
block-diagonal Mueller matrices, these intensities
can be used to define the degree of polarization P [9]:

P ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I2s þ I2c þ I2c2

q
: ð4Þ

A discussion on when a sample will have a block-
diagonal Mueller matrix will be given in the
Section 3. From the full Mueller matrix, experimen-
tally available here in the range 1:46–2:88 eV, it is
also customary to define the so-called depolarization
index (consult, e.g., Ref. [10] for a more detailed dis-
cussion of depolarization measures):

DP ¼
P

i;j M
2
ij −M2

11ffiffiffi
3

p
M11

; ð5Þ

where Mij denotes the nonnormalized Mueller ma-
trix elements [10]. P (and in most cases DP) deter-
mine how much of the outgoing light will be
totally polarized for totally-polarized incident light.
Reflectance measurements were also performed by

the PMSE, in whichM11 ¼ ðRss þ Rpp þ Rsp þ RpsÞ=2
was determined by using a standard Al mirror refer-
ence sample, and assuming stable intensity condi-
tions. The reflectance spectrum was recorded from
1:5–6:5 eV in steps of 0:1 eV.

3. Results and Discussion

A. Experimental Observations—SEM, TEM, and AFM
Results

In Fig. 1, FEG-SEM images of samples A and D are
presented, for both normal beam incidence (left-hand
images), and tilted beam incidence (right-hand
images). The cones do not show a high degree of or-
ganization but, on average, have 6 neighbors. This
result was found from statistical treatment of
AFMmeasurements of the samples, but could as well
have been found from SEM images. The result corre-
sponds well with the Euler law [11], which states
that the mean number of nearest neighbors for a
structure created by a random process is 6. The aver-
age cone separation hDi has been estimated from the
cone density, by assuming the cones are ordered on a
perfect hexagonal lattice. The average heights of the
cones hhi were nominally estimated from AFM, but
for sample A it was estimated from HR-TEM. The
average cone heights and cone separations are given
in Table 2, along with the estimated standard devia-
tion σh of hhi.
Figure 2 depicts a HR-TEM image of selected cones

from sample A prepared by ion-milling. The average
cone height of A was estimated to be 55nm, obtained
by taking the average of 16 cones measured by HR-
TEM. The shape was found to be conical with a some-
what rounded tip. The typical cone angle, defined as
the angle between the substrate and the cone side
wall, was found to be roughly α ¼ 73°. From the
HR-TEM images in Fig. 2, it is observed that the

Fig. 1. SEM images of GaSb nanocones.(a) Sample A at normal
beam incidence, (b) tilted sample A. Sample D is also depicted at
(c) normal beam incidence and (d) tilted beam incidence.
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interior of the cones consisted of primarily crystalline
material, with the same crystal orientation as the
substrate. Furthermore, the cone surface appeared
to be surrounded by a thin (less than 5nm) layer
of undetermined amorphous material. From the ra-
pid oxidation of clean GaSb to an approximately
5–7nm GaSb-oxide layer, it is argued that this sur-
rounding layer is partially oxidized.
Another slice of nanostructured GaSb (sample A) ,

was prepared by ultramicrotomy. This sample did
not provide such a thin sector as the ion-milled sam-
ples. However, it was sufficient to confirm the struc-
ture observed in the ion-milled samples. The
crystalline nature of the interior of the cones and
the amorphous surrounding layer is in line with
the observations by Facsko et al. [4].
In summary, from the TEM studies mainly three

phases appear to be involved in the layer (thin film)
defined by the cones. These phases are crystalline
GaSb (c-GaSb), amorphous GaSb (a-GaSb), and pre-
sumed GaSb-oxide, in addition to the voids between
the cones. The remaining samples were studied by
AFM and by FEG-SEM, and detailed results are
compiled in Table 2. It is suspected that the AFM

tip is too blunt to reach the bottom between close-
packed cones. Therefore, when estimating average
cone height hhi, the height of each cone top has been
defined relative to the lowest point in an area within
the maximal distance between the cones. This mini-
mum is typically found in a place where the cones
stand further apart, and the tip can reach the bot-
tom. This may overestimate average height hhi
somewhat.

B. Experimental Observations—Spectroscopic
Ellipsometry

Figure 3 shows the SE measurements of Is ¼ −m43,
Ic ¼ m33 of a clean GaSb surface with approximately
7nm of oxide. In addition it shows, as an overview,
the ellipsometric measurements of samples A, B, C
(short cones), and D (longer cones). All cones were
formed by sputtering at normal incidence. The na-
nostructuration of the surface strongly modifies
the polarization-dependent optical response. An-
other interesting feature is the reflectance of such
nanostructured surfaces, which have additional
practical applications. It is particularly clear from
Fig. 4 that the reflectance is much reduced, compared
to the clean surface, at higher photon energies.
Furthermore, the antireflection properties tend to
appear for lower energies as the cones get higher.
This could be explained as a motheye effect from
the graded index of refraction [12].

Table 2. Results of AFM, TEM, and SEM Studies of GaSb Nanocone
Samples

Sample
Name

hhi
(nm)

σh
(nm)

Density
(μm2)

hDi�
(nm)

α
(degree)

A 55 b 5.4 b 549 c 46 c 73 b

B 46.5 c 5.2 c 948 c 35 c

C 47.6 c 8.85
c

766 c 39 c

D 299 d 40 d 74.25c 125 c 77.2 d

ahhi is the average cone height, with standard deviation σh. Den-
sity is the number of cones per μm, D is the average distance be-
tween neighboring cone centers, while α is the average cone angle.
The tabulated results have been found from the following:

bTEM studies.
cAFM measurements.

Fig. 2. High resolution TEM images of GaSb nanocones (sample
A). Figure (a) shows several cones while figure (b) shows one in-
dividual cone in greater detail. The lighter part of the image is
the amorphous adhesive used in the sample preparation. The crys-
talline cones appear darker and in (b) the atomic column spacing
at the 110 GaSb zone-axis orientation is clearly visible. The ap-
proximately 5nm layer of amorphous GaSb oxide is visible as a
shadow around the cones that has slightly darker contrast than
the adhesive.

Fig. 3. (Color online) Ellipsometric intensities Is ¼ −m43,
Ic ¼ m33, of plane GaSb with 7nm oxide, short nanostructured
cones, samples A, B, and C (approximately 50nm high cones),
and sample D (approximately 300nm cones).
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From FEG-SEM and HR-TEM images, it is ob-
served that the samples consist of conical nanostruc-
tures of various sizes. For sufficiently small cones,
the surface can be treated as a thin film layer of ef-
fective medium. This layer will be uniaxially aniso-
tropic since the cones will show a different response
to an electric field normal to themean surface than to
a field parallel to it. Anisotropic uniaxial materials
with the optic axis in the plane of incidence will ap-
pear like an isotropic material under ellipsometric
investigations ðrsp ¼ rps ¼ 0Þ [13], in the sense that
reflections from such materials will be described
by a diagonal Jones matrix, and by a block-diagonal
Mueller–Jones matrix. This means that all the polar-
ization altering properties of the structured surface
can be described by the ellipsometric anglesΨ andΔ,
derived from the ellipsometric intensities Is and Ic.
Cones being directed normal to the surface have a

symmetry axis that is normal to the mean surface,
and the approximated effective media must therefore
have an optic axis in the same direction, i.e., it will
appear like an isotropic material and can be fully
characterized by regular (standard) ellipsometry.
The samples will then have full azimuth rotation
symmetry (around the sample normal). If the cones
are tilted from the sample normal, this will generally
no longer be the case (except for the two special azi-
muth orientations where the tilted cones lie in the
plane of incidence). The structures will then corre-
spond to an anisotropic material with a tilted optic
axis. To describe the polarizing properties of reflec-
tions from such a surface, one also needs to account
for the coupling of the s and p polarization through
the reflections coefficients rsp and rps, in addition to
rpp and rss. A long range ordering, or anisotropic
shapes of the individual cones, would also break
the rotation symmetry and give polarization cou-
pling. To fully characterize such a sample, one needs
to perform generalized ellipsometry (see e.g., [14,15])
or Mueller matrix ellipsometry. Mueller matrix ellip-
sometry has a great advantage over generalized el-

lipsometry, since it also can deal with depolarizing
samples, which is not the case for the latter. Depolar-
ization may arise from irregularities in the structure
(shape, size, and ordering) and frommultiple scatter-
ing. If the cones are small enough to be treated by
effective medium theory, the structures will have
the same effect as layers that are homogeneous in
a plane parallel to the surface, and there will be
no multiple scattering. When the dimensions of
the cones exceed the validity of the effective medium
theory, the inhomogeneities will give rise to multiple
scattering and depolarization. In this case there will
be coupling between the polarization modes even
though the structures are rotationally symmetric
and point normal to the surface, since the structures
no longer can be approximated as an effective homo-
geneous layer. From this observation, one may con-
clude whether a given sample can be modeled
accurately by effective medium theory frommeasure-
ments of depolarization alone.
To examine if the samples give polarization cou-

pling, their Mueller matrices measured by MME
have been analyzed. If there is no coupling, the Muel-
ler matrix should be block diagonal. We define a mea-
sure of the degree of nonblock diagonality as

A¼
�
m2

13þm2
14þm2

23þm2
24þm2

31þm2
32þm2

41þm2
42

m2
11þm2

12þm2
21þm2

22þm2
33þm2

34þm2
43þm2

44

�
1=2

;

ð6Þ

which is 0 for block-diagonal Mueller matrices (such
as reflections from isotropic surfaces), and has the
value 1 for maximum nonblock-diagonal matrices
(such as circular polarizers and �45 linear polari-
zers). Figure 5 shows this quantity as a function of
azimuth sample rotation around the mean surface
normal for various samples. Additionally, as a refer-
ence, a sample with nanostructures sputtered at 45°

Fig. 4. (Color online) Reflectance (M11) of nanostructured GaSb
cones, for sample C (approximately 36nm high cones) and D (ap-
proximately 300nmhigh cones). As a reference, the reflectance of a
clean GaSb surface with oxide is also included.

Fig. 5. (Color online) Degree of nonblock diagonality (A, as de-
fined in Eq. (6) for various samples, as a function of azimuth sam-
ple rotation, for Eph ¼ 2:75 eV. The sample denoted tilted cones
consisted of cones tilted 45° from the surface normal (approxi-
mately 30nm high), while the other samples have cones pointing
normal to the surface.
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of incidence, with an effective layer thickness of ap-
proximately 30nm is also shown [6,16]. This sample
consists of cones tilted by approximately 45° from the
mean surface normal and has as expected a Mueller
matrix that is only block diagonal for azimuthal
orientations where the cones lie in the plane of
incidence.
Moreover, it is observed from Fig. 5, that the short

cone samples have negligible polarization coupling,
while the longer cones have substantial deviations
from a block-diagonal Mueller matrix. This coupling
could, as earlier discussed, be related to a slight tilt-
ing of the cones, a long range preferential ordering of
the cones, or an anisotropic shape of the individual
cones. It is speculated that a long range preferential
ordering could be induced by e.g., substrate polishing
features. However, for sample D, no azimuthal orien-
tation has been observed to give a block-diagonal
Mueller matrix, as should be the case for a thin film
with the optic axis in the plane of incidence. This im-
plies that these samples cannot be modeled as an an-
isotropic thin film layer, and that their optical
properties are strongly affected by multiple scatter-
ing. Such samples cannot be fully characterized by
SE, and full Mueller matrix ellipsometry is instead
necessary. Samples A, B, and C only show a slight
deviation from block-diagonal Mueller matrices,
and these off-diagonal elements will be neglected
in the following analysis and modeling. The detailed
analysis and modeling of tilted cones will be treated
in a separate publication [16].
From the polarization coupling at various azimuth

orientations of sample D it was concluded that the
polarization altering properties of this sample had
contributions from multiple scattering, and that it
would not be well approximated as an effective med-
ium. From this conclusion, one would expect the sam-
ple to be depolarizing, which is confirmed by the
depolarization index (DP, defined in Eq. (5) evaluated
from the MME measurements (Fig. 6). As expected,
depolarization increases for increasing photon en-
ergy since the effective medium approximation gets
less accurate for decreasing wavelengths. In addi-
tion, an approximation to depolarization at higher
energies has been found by calculating degree of po-
larization P from the PMSE measurements through
Eq. (4). The degree of polarization obtained in this
way is a measure of how much certain polarization
states are depolarized and will generally differ from
the depolarization index, which (in many cases) is
the average depolarization of all possible incident po-
larization states (see Ref. [10]). For samples with
block-diagonal Mueller matrices (A, B, C), the degree
of polarization can safely be used as a measure of de-
polarization. It is observed that the short cones have
principally low depolarization throughout the mea-
sured spectral range (Fig. 6). All the samples studied
in the present work show an increasing depolariza-
tion towards the UV range. Sample A has a small
dip in the degree of polarization at the photon energy
where Is ¼ 0 and Ic ¼ 1. This effect can be explained

by a small variation in cone height (thin film thick-
ness) [9] or cone shape. It could also be caused by
quasi-monochromatic light from the monochromator.
It is especially noted that the dielectric function is
descending steeply at this photon energy [17], mean-
ing that a very small wavelength distribution could
give depolarization. It is noted that samples B and C
show little depolarization in the main part of the
spectrum. This does not imply that these samples
have less variation in cone height or shape than
sample A, since there is no photon energy for which
Is ¼ 0 and Ic ¼ 1 (see Fig. 3). All the short cones still
show a small but observable increasing depolariza-
tion for decreasing wavelength. Furthermore, it is
observed that degree of polarization P decreases
more rapidly as a function of wavelength as the cone
height increases.

C. Optical Modeling

Because of the anisotropic shape of the nanostruc-
tures, they cannot be modeled by a standard isotropic
effective medium theory. The cones with no or little
depolarization (short cones) have been modeled as a
graded anisotropic thin film layer of effective media
on a GaSb substrate. Reflection coefficients have
been calculated by an implementation of the Schu-
bert algorithm [18] for reflections from arbitrarily

Fig. 6. (Color online) Degree of polarization P, as calculated from
the PMSE measurements by Eq. (4), for the nanostructured GaSb
samples. The bottom figure shows P for the short cone samples: A,
B, and C, while the top figure shows P for the long cones of sample
D. The depolarization index DP, calculated from the Mueller ma-
trix in the visible range, is also shown for the long cones in the top
figure.
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anisotropic layered systems, based on Berreman 4 ×
4 differential matrices [19]. As a first approximation,
the cones have been modeled as a stack of cylinders
with decreasing diameter. Each cylinder in the stack
defines a layer with a homogeneous effective dielec-
tric function. With a sufficient number of layers, this
will be a good approximation of a graded thin film
layer. Based on HR-TEM observations, we have as-
sumed the cylinders to consist of a core of crystalline
GaSb, covered by a coating consisting of a mixture of
amorphous GaSb and GaSb oxide. Simpler models
consisting only of crystalline GaSb and void have
been tested, and were found to not sufficiently ex-
plain the measurements. Anisotropy is introduced
by using the generalized Bruggeman effective med-
ium theory [20], giving the formula

f c−GaSb
ϵc−GaSb − ϵii

ϵii þ Liðϵc−GaSb − ϵiiÞ
þ f coat

ϵcoat − ϵii
ϵii þ Liðϵcoat − ϵiiÞ

þ f void
ϵvoid − ϵii

ϵii þ Liðϵvoid − ϵiiÞ
¼ 0; ð7Þ

where f and ϵ denote the filling factors and complex
dielectric functions, respectively, with the subscript
c −GaSb referring to the crystalline core, coat to
the coating over layer, and void to the surrounding
void. Li denotes the depolarization factor in direction
i (along a principal axis of the structure) and ϵii is the
effective dielectric function in direction i. Our princi-
pal axes will be two orthogonal axes parallel to the
mean surface, x and y, and a z axis normal to the
mean surface. The dielectric function of the coating,
ϵcoat, has been determined by letting it be a mixture
of amorphous GaSb (a-GaSb) and GaSb oxide (oxide),
and using the standard Bruggeman equation for
spherical inclusions (Li ¼ 1=3):

f a−GaSb
ϵa−GaSb − ϵcoat
ϵcoat þ 2ϵa−GaSb

þ f oxide
ϵoxide − ϵcoat
ϵcoat þ 2ϵoxide

¼ 0:

ð8Þ

These cylinders can thus be approximated as an
effective thin film layer, which is valid when the dis-
tances between neighboring cylinders are much
smaller than the wavelength of the light. The layer
will be anisotropic, with depolarization factor Lx ¼
Ly ¼ 0:5 in the plane parallel to the surface, and Lz ¼
0 in the direction normal to the surface. The reflec-
tion coefficients from such an anisotropic layered sys-
tem have been calculated and used to find the
ellipsometric intensities Is and Ic [8]:

Is ¼
2 Imðrppr�ss þ rpsr�spÞ

jrssj2 þ jrppj2 þ jrspj2 þ jrpsj2
; ð9Þ

Ic ¼
2Reðrppr�ss þ rpsr�spÞ

jrssj2 þ jrppj2 þ jrspj2 þ jrpsj2
: ð10Þ

The parameters of the models have been fitted to Is
and Ic by minimizing χ2, defined as

χ2 ¼ 1
2N −M þ 1

XN
i¼1

�ðImodsi � Iexpsi Þ2
σ2si

þ ðI
mod
ci − Iexpci Þ2
σ2ci

�
;

ð11Þ

where N and M are the number of measurement
points and the number of free parameters in the
model, respectively. σsi and σci are the standard de-
viations of the respective measurements. Additional
measurements such as any Mueller matrix element,
or the reflectance, may be added to the formulae in a
similar fashion.
The simplest model giving satisfactory results has

been one with 5 parameters (see Fig. 7): total height
h; relative (effective) diameters D1 and D2 of the bot-
tom and top cylinder cores; thickness of the coating s;
and amount of oxide in the coating f oxide. Diameters
D1 and D2 and thickness s are dimensionless quan-
tities, defined as fractions of the mean nearest neigh-
bor distance of the cones. This distance cannot be
found from the optical measurements when the effec-
tive medium approximation is valid, since the effec-
tive medium only depends on volume filling factors
and shape through depolarization factors Li. This
means that the model is independent of the scale
in the horizontal plane for all structures sufficiently
smaller than the wavelength of light. A stack of N ¼
100 cylinders of equal height were used to approxi-
mate a continuous gradient, with the diameters
dðnÞ of layer n decreasing linearly from D1 to D2:

dðnÞ ¼ D1 −
D1 −D2

N − 1
n; ð12Þ

for n ¼ 0; 1;…; 99. Assuming a hexagonal ordering of
the cylinders, the filling factor of crystalline GaSb
and coating become

f c−GaSbðnÞ ¼
πffiffiffiffiffiffi
12

p d2ðnÞ; ð13Þ

Fig. 7. Parameters used in the graded effective medium model. h
is the total height, s is the thickness of the coating of amorphous
material and oxide, D1 and D2 are the lower and upper diameters
of the crystalline core.
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f coatðnÞ ¼
2πffiffiffi
3

p ½dðnÞsþ s2�: ð14Þ

Notice that for an effective medium theory it is only
the filling factors that play a role, and not the speci-
fied ordering of the cones. As long as the filling fac-
tors remain the same, effective medium theory
cannot distinguish between different geometric ar-
rangements. The distance between the centers of
neighboring cones has been set to unit length. The
thickness of coating is constant for all layers.
Minimization was performed using the sequential

quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm of the
Matlab Optimisation Toolbox 3.1.1. The dielectric
functions of crystalline GaSb, amorphous GaSb,
and GaSb oxide were obtained from the literature
[17,21,22]. The standard deviations (noise) σsi and
σci of the ellipsometric measurements Is and Ic were
estimated to be 0.01.
The modeled ellipsometric intensities are pre-

sented together with the measurements in Figs. 8
and 9, with the model parameters given in Table 3.
The model gave a good fit to the optical measure-
ments of sample A (Fig. 8), with a cone height of
54nm and a clear grading in the inner cylinder dia-
meters from D1 ¼ 0:55 to D2 ¼ 0:36. This is in good
agreement with the previously presented SEM and
TEM images (see Fig. 2). Two simpler models consist-
ing only of crystalline GaSb and void are also shown
in Fig. 8: one where the cones are modeled as cylin-
ders, and one where they are modeled as a stack of
cylinders with decreasing radius. Niether of them
gave a satisfactory result.
Sample C could be well fit by a model with

D1 ≈D2, meaning that it could have been modeled
equally well by only one layer of coated cylinders.
The cone height was found to be 36nm. It may be
that the optical measurements are not sensitive
to a possible gradient in such a short structure, or
that the structures have a shape resembling a
cylinder.
The ellipsometric measurements of sample B

greatly resemble those of sample C but the optical
model could not give an equally good fit. When D1
and D2 are allowed to vary freely, the model con-
verges to a seemingly unphysical case (based on
the TEM, and SEM images) with D2 > D1. To avoid
this problem, they have been constrained so that
D1 > D2. The result is then a cylinder-like model
(no grading), with a height of 32nm. It may appear
to be necessary to develop more advanced models to
perfectly fit the measurements of this sample. Nat-
ural extensions could be to let the coating thickness
s vary with height, letting the diameter dðnÞ of layer
n follow a nonlinear function from D1 to D2, or by let-
ting the filling factors be able to deviate from values
consistent with a hexagonal ordering. We do not,
however, treat such advanced models here, but keep
the parameters in the models to a minimum for ea-
sier interpretation and to avoid unphysical solutions.
It is also plausible that the dielectric functions of the

different phases mixed in the effective medium the-
ory are somehow different, e.g., that the properties of
the oxide are different.

Fig. 8. (Color online) Simulated and experimental ellipsometric
intensities Is ¼ −m43 and Ic ¼ m33, for sample A (top) and sample
B (bottom). The filled squares and filled triangles are the mea-
sured Is and Ic, respectively. The solid lines are the simulated va-
lues calculated from the fitted model, with parameters defined in
Fig. 7 (sample A: χ2 ¼ 2:6, sample B: χ2 ¼ 12:4). For sample A, sim-
pler models with only crystalline material in the effective medium
layer have also been included for comparison. The lines marked by
crosses (þ) are for a model made by treating the cones as cylinders
(χ2 ¼ 118), the lines marked by circles (○) are for a graded model
as described in Fig. 7, but with no coating of oxide and amorphous
material (χ2 ¼ 61:7).

Table 3. Resulting Parameters from Fitting the Optical Models to the
Ellipsometric Data

Sample Name h (nm) D1 D2 s f oxide χ2 f tot

A 54 0.55 0.36 0.10 0.56 2.6 0.39
B 32 0.31 0.31 0.21 0.64 12.4 0.46
C 36 0.36 0.35 0.14 0.34 1.1 0.37
D b 165 0.95 0.21 0 0.0 7.4 0.34
ah is the total height of the model layers, D1 and D2 are the bot-

tom and top diameter of the crystalline core, respectively, s is the
coating thickness, and f oxide is the amount of oxide in the coating.
χ2 is the square deviation of the modeled ellispometric intensities
from themeasured, as defined in Eq. (11).D1,D2, and s are defined
relative to the center to center distance for two nearest neighbors.

bSample D was only curve fitted below 2:5 eV (i.e., for P > 0:9).
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According to the results from the optical character-
ization, sample B should consist of slightly shorter
cones than sample C. This seems overall consistent
with the AFM observations. It has been observed
for samples A, C, and D that the nearest neighbor
distance increases for increasing cone height (Ta-
ble 2). From the cone density one should therefore
expect sample B to have shorter cones than sample
C. The average cone height hhi estimated from AFM
did not show as clear a difference between the sam-
ples, but such small height differences could possibly
bemasked in the uncertainty in the estimation of hhi.
The height of the cones of samples B and C ob-

tained from the optical model are lower than the
average heights found by AFM. It should be stressed
that the heights of sample A (which coincided well
with the height from the optical model) were found
in a different way (by HR-TEM). As previously men-
tioned, the average cone height estimated from AFM
measurements may be exaggerated. The model ap-
pears to be very sensitive to changes in the thickness
of the effective medium layer, a perturbation in thick-
ness of only a few nm results in a large increase of χ2.
However, different models may result in different
layer thicknesses. For instance, it may seem more
reasonable to let the cones be covered by a coating
of thickness s also on the top. This has been tested
and resulted in equally good χ2 values as the models
reported in Table 3 but with total heights 4–5nm
higher. The problem with such a model is that the
thickness of the coating top layer has to be deter-
mined absolutely, not just as a ratio, s, of the nearest
neighbor distance. This distance cannot be obtained
from SE measurements but must be found from e.g.,
AFM or SEM studies. We are interested in a model
that can help us characterize the nanostructures
from SE measurements alone, and therefore reject
this model with a coating also on the top.
The total volume filling factors for the optical mod-

els are tabulated in the last column of Table 3. For
ideal cones, ordered in a hexagonal lattice, the max-
imal filling factor is 0.30. The model filling factors lie
in the range 0:34–0:46, in good correspondence to the
rounded conical structures observed from TEM,
SEM, and AFM measurements (rounded cones will
give a larger filling factor than cones with a sharp
top). Exact estimation of filling factors from micro-
scopy images proved to be difficult. The varying
shape and size of the individual cones must be taken
into account, together with the mean nearest neigh-
bor distance. The AFM measurements should in
principle be ideal for this, but because of a too blunt
tip and holes in the surface, they drastically overes-
timate the filling factors. By estimating the shape
and size of an individual cone from a TEM image,
and using the mean nearest neighbor distance from
AFMmeasurements, a rough estimation of the filling
factor of sample Awas found to be 0:36� 0:04, in rea-
sonable agreement with the value from the optical
model (0.39).

The construction of an effective medium optical
model, predicts structural parameters that corre-
spond reasonably well to the physical height of the
samples, and the density/shape of the cones. Equally
important, the models can by used to predict optical
properties not measured. The model of sample A, ca-
librated by SE measurements at 55° angle of inci-
dence, were used to successfully predict results of
SE measurements at 70° angle of incidence. The
models may also predict the reflectance (Rss, Rpp,
or R) of the samples (see Fig. 9). We propose that
the models can be used as a tool to calculate the po-
larization dependent optical properties of such sam-
ples at any angle of incidence.
The large depolarizing properties of sample D in-

dicate that it may not be modeled appropriately by
effective medium theory over the full spectral range
considered. The experimental observations repre-
sent an interesting case, in the sense that there
are no commonly available models to appropriately
fit these data. A tentative effective mediummodeling
between 0.6 and 2:5 eV was tested to extract

Fig. 9. (Color online) Simulated and experimental ellipsometric
intensities Is ¼ −m43 and Ic ¼ m33, for sample C (top). The filled
squares and filled triangles are the measured Is and Ic, respec-
tively. The solid lines are the simulated values calculated from
the fitted model, with parameters defined in Fig. 7 (sample C:
χ2 ¼ 1:1). The bottom figure depicts the measured reflectance R ¼
ðjrssj2 þ jrppj2Þ=2 [filled squares for sample C, filled triangles for
GaSb with native oxide layer)], and simulated reflectance, calcu-
lated from the fitted model.
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approximately the cone height of sample D. It was
found to be 165nm, about half of the height found
by SEM but still considerably higher than heights
found for the short cones and with a clear gradient.
The dielectric function data for GaSb oxide and c-
GaSb in the photon energy range 0:6–1:5 eV were
not available in the literature and were, therefore,
extrapolated from PMSEmeasurements at 70° angle
of incidence. The parameters of the resulting model
are tabulated for completeness. Improved optical
models suitable for modeling of the optical response
of these samples are currently being undertaken and
planned for future work.

4. Summary and Conclusions

Spectroscopic ellipsometry and Mueller matrix ellip-
sometry have been shown to be useful techniques for
the characterization of nanostructured surfaces,
such as nanocones of GaSb on GaSb. Overall, the ob-
servations from SE appear to be consistent with the
results from SEM, TEM, and AFM studies. An opti-
cal model has been found to fit well to the measure-
ments obtained for short cones (of height 55nm and
lower). This was achieved by treating the structures
as a graded anisotropic thin film of effective medium.
These models have been applied to obtain an approx-
imation to the average cone height of the samples
and also, to some extent, to gain information on
the cone shape. They may also be used to estimate
reflectance and polarization altering properties for
reflections at any angle of incidence. The nanostruc-
turation of the surface was shown to considerably re-
duce the reflectance. The antireflecting properties
increased with cone height. Samples with long nano-
cones (200−300nm) were found to be strongly depo-
larizing and could not be modeled as an effective
medium. The full Mueller matrix must be measured
to fully characterize the polarization altering proper-
ties of such samples. We have demonstrated that SE
can be a fast and nondestructive way of characteriz-
ing nanocones of GaSb with the possibilities of in situ
control under production.

The authors are grateful to M. Stchakovsky at
Horiba Jobin Yvon for access to scientific instru-
ments, and Susanne W. Hagen at NTNU for doing
complementary measurements.
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Abstract

We present an extensive real time and in situ investigation of the formation of nanopatterns on

GaSb induced by ion abrasion using Spectrometric Ellipsometry, complemented by ex situ Atomic

Force Microscopy and Scanning Electron Microscopy. The influence of the ion beam energy, flux

and incident angle on the pattern formation is discussed. All experimental conditions lead to a

formation rate exhibiting two or three distinct regimes. Normalization with the flux rate makes

the data fall on the same master curve. The flux appears to set the time scale for the temporal

evolution of the amplitude of the patterns. The ion energy and the substrate temperature mainly

determine the absolute values of the pattern amplitude. The lateral length scale of the patterns

show a linear behavior with energy and a weak dependence on the flux. Furthermore, a first

investigation of the formation rate for oblique ion incidence is presented. The overall behavior is

similar to the one at normal ion incidence. However, the formation rate is enhanced with respect

to sputtering at normal incidence beyond what can be predicted from the angular dependence of

the yield. These results cannot be understood using the classical Bradley Harper theory for ion

patterning. Adversely, the recently proposed Self-Sustained Etch Masking model provides a good

framework allowing for a clear interpretation of most of the data. This confirms that the instability

behind the pattern formation process on GaSb is linked to the thermodynamic properties of the

material rather than a curvature dependent sputtering yield previously suggested.

PACS numbers: 79.20.Rf, 81.16.Rf, 64.75.St
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INTRODUCTION

Under certain circumstances ion beam sputtering of flat surfaces can lead to the spon-

taneous formation of nanoscale patterns. This phenomena could open alternative ways to

control the surface roughness of functional materials with tailored properties in the field

of microfluidics, optics or self-cleaning surfaces. Since the pioneering works of Navez [1]

and Bradley Harper [2] the phenomenon of ion pattering has been investigated on several

materials like SiO2 [3], Si [4–7] and Ge [8, 9] where ripple patterns were found. One exciting

fundamental question is which kind of patterns ion induced erosion instabilities can ren-

der. In the last decade significant insight has been gained on the possible morphologies on

monoatomic materials. Quantitative models have been proposed to describe the influence

of experimental parameters like ion energy, ion incidence and substrate temperature on the

characteristic features of the patterns as well as the coupling to surface kinetics like diffusion

constants and barriers [10, 11].

The works of Fascko et al [12] and Yuba et al [13] revealed that ion beam sputtering

can also lead to the formation of a distinct type of patterns on III-V semiconductors like

GaSb. These materials form dot or pillar patterns instead of ripples and GaSb is considered

to be the most prominent example. Since, there have been several attempts to explain the

pattern formation on GaSb in the framework of the Bradley Harper (BH) model [14, 15]

where the considered driving mechanism is the curvature dependent abrasion yield. However,

the BH based models fail to describe the most distinct features of the patterns on GaSb

[16]. Lately, it was demonstrated that sputtering on GaSb leads to considerable chemical

inhomogeneity in the surface region and in the pattern protrusions. This phenomena spurred

the alternative explanation that the dominant surface instability was induced by segregated

gallium droplets masking the impacting ions [16]. This kind of surface patterning mechanism

during ion abrasion was named Self-Sustained Etch Masking, referring to the materials

capacity to stabilize the mask against erosion through a continuous diffusion process. The

driving mechanism was suggested to be the creation of a slight excess of Ga in the surface

region perturbed by the ions leading to segregation of gallium in the GaSb. Lately, a

phenomenological diffuse interface model succeeded in a mathematical description of this

concept and in reproducing the characteristic patterns obtained on III-V semiconductors

[17].
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To study the evolution of the morphology during sputtering, most authors have been

doing sequential observations by successive series of abrasion and ex situ investigations

to characterize the lateral sizes and amplitudes. The used techniques were often Atomic

Force Microscopy (AFM) or Scanning Electron microscopy (SEM). It is a time consuming

method which is hampered by both tip effects and the accumulation of uncertainties in the

experimental conditions. Due to this there is a lack of quantitative studies on the pattern

formation on GaSb and contradictory results are reported. Ziberi et al evidenced that

the morphology is heavily dependent on the experimental conditions in Ref. [18]. Other

authors [19, 20] investigated the temporal evolution of low amplitude patterns obtained

at low temperature. They observed an initial growth stage, followed by a saturation and

decrease to a constant roughness. Refs. [12, 20] both showed a significant coarsening of

the lateral size of the patterns during abrasion. On the contrary, other authors noticed

little temporal evolution in the lateral size once the pattern had formed [13, 19]. A similar

result was reported in the only published in situ study by grazing incidence X-ray scattering

(GISAXS) [21] on the evolution of the pattern wavelength.

In a recent publication, we showed that Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (SE) can be used to

follow the evolution of the pattern amplitude on GaSb in situ, see [22]. In contradiction

with previous ex situ studies, three growth regimes were identified and none of them showed

evidence for saturation. In the present paper, we present the first extensive investigation on

the formation of nanostructures on GaSb using SE measurements combined with SEM and

AFM for a broad range of ion abrasion parameters. The influence of both the temperature

and the ion incidence on the pattern formation is also investigated. We show that the data

can be understood in the framework of the Self-Sustained Etch Masking model and that

independent control of the lateral length scale and amplitude is feasible.

EXPERIMENTS

Clean crystalline (100) GaSb surfaces were exposed to a Ar+ ion beam in a UHV vacuum

chamber with 5 · 10−8 mbar base pressure and a 6 · 10−4 mbar working pressure. We used a

commercially available plasma source (Tectra Gen2), with the ion energy ranging from 200

to 500 eV and a flux from 0.12 to 0.3 mA/cm2.

A SE instrument (MM16, Horiba Jobin Yvon) with a charged-coupled device (CCD)
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based spectrograph (spectral range 1.46–2.88 eV) was used to do in situ measurements

during sputtering. The ellipsometer was mounted on two low-strain optical windows (Horiba

Jobin Yvon) on the UHV chamber, giving optical access to the samples during sputtering.

For samples sputtered with the ion incidence parallel to the substrate normal, the incident

angle, θi, of the optical beam was 45◦ with respect to the normal. For samples sputtered

with an oblique ion incidence of 22.5◦, an optical angle of incidence θi = 67.5◦ was used.

Full Mueller matrix ellipsometric data were recorded every 5th second during sputtering.

Further details on the set-up can be found in the Ref. [22].

AFM measurements were done using the tapping mode of a Nanoscope IIIA instrument

from Veeco. The Si cantilevers used for the observations had a radius of curvature inferior

to 10 nm and a spring constant of 40 N/m (supplier NanoAndMore). Typical scan lengths

were 1 to 4 μm with a resolution of 512 points per line. SEM measurements were done in a

Field Emission SEM (Zeiss Ultra 55) without metallization of the surface. After mechanical

cleavage, cross-section images were taken of the samples at an angle of 45◦.

The samples were mounted on a heatable sample stage equipped with a thermocouple.

A first series of samples, A, was produced in order to do a sequential investigation of the

evolution of the pattern morphology at various energies. Samples were sputtered at the

energy of 300, 400 and 500 eV during intervals of 10 to 1800 s. The flux was 0.17 mAcm−2

for the samples made at 300 and 400 eV. Due to the increase in the extraction efficiency

of the ion gun the flux was 0.24 mAcm−2 for samples obtained at 500 eV. An additional

sample was sputtered at the energy of 200 eV, a flux of 0.17 mAcm−2 and the duration of

900 s. These samples were all observed by AFM or SEM.

A second series of samples, B, concerned the in situ observations. Energies ranging from

200 to 500 eV and fluxes from 0.12 to 0.3 mAcm−2 were investigated at 0◦ (normal ion

incidence) and 22.5◦. The extraction efficiency of the ion gun vary with the ion energy

and therefore the highest energy used could not be stabilized for a low flux. Consequently,

the full range of energies could not be reached with a constant flux. After the in situ

observation, AFM observations were carried out on the final samples sputtered at normal

incidence. When possible the inclined structures were characterized by SEM.

In a third series, C, the substrate temperature ranged between 20-300 ◦C with the con-

stant flux 0.17 mAcm−2, an ion beam energy of 300 eV and normal incidence. After sput-

tering, the surface morphology was characterized ex situ by AFM and SEM.
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RESULTS

After ion bean sputtering the sample surfaces were covered by a homogenous pattern

of closed packed cones, as reported in [12] with the out of plane angle aligned along the

ion incidence [16]. In the following, the morphology of the patterns will be characterized

through the two parameters: H and L. The mean height, H, of the patterns, was either

extracted from ellipsometric data or by AFM data as described in [22]. The mean distance

between neighboring cones, L, is is calculated using a Voronöı tessellation on the position

of the tips found by AFM imaging.

Fig. 1 shows the final morphology of sample series A at the ion beam energies of 200,

300 and 400 eV and a constant flux of 0.17 mAcm−2 and an exposure time of 900 s. An

additional sample is showed for the energy of 500 eV with a flux of 0.24 mAcm−2 and the

exposure time at 300 s (as longer exposure times leads to pattern amplitudes, H, too high

for AFM observation). The trend is that increasing energy increases the scale of H. Fig.

2 shows the temporal evolution of L at different energies extracted from AFM data from

sample series A. Clearly, L, depends on the energy and for the samples made at 300 and 400

eV a rapid saturation is observed. Samples made at 500 eV indicates the existence of an

initial coarsening regime. However, even if a clear slowdown of the growth of L is observed

after 200 s ion exposure, it is not possible to conclude on the existence of a saturation for

these experimental conditions.
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FIG. 1: Results from sample series A. AFM images of surfaces sputtered with various ion energies.

The flux was 0.24 mA/cm2 for the ion energy of 500 eV, and 0.17 mA/cm2 for the ion energy of

400, 300 or 200 eV. The sputtering time was 900 s, except for the energy of 500 eV where it was

300 s

FIG. 2: Results from sample series A. Time evolution of the lateral size L for samples sputtered

at 400, 300 or 200 eV. This parameter is found from ex-situ AFM images.

Fig. 3 shows the final morphology observed by AFM of various samples sputtered for 900

s with the ion beam energy of 400 eV and a flux of 0.15, 0.17, 0.24 or 0.3 mAcm−2. The

apparent influence of the flux is less pronounced than the influence of the ion energy - only

a very modest increase of L and H can be identified.
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FIG. 3: Data from sample series B. AFM image of samples sputtered with a ion energy of 400 eV

and various flux. Every sample is sputtered 900 s.

To access the evolution of the morphology in situ the optical data from sample series B

was treated by a dedicated effective medium model previously introduced in refs. [22, 23].

Recently, this model was successfully extended to handle anisotropic patterns obtained by

sputtering with inclined ion incidence [24]. Due to the effective medium approach the model

is valid for surface profiles with a mean height, H, below 100 nm. For rougher surface profiles

the model breaks down. The optical data treatment is discussed further in the Appendix.

Figs. 4 a, b and c show the time evolution of H for different energies and a flux

of 0.12, 0.17 and 0.24 mAcm−2, respectively. The curves show a similar shape: first, an

initial decrease of the surface height is observed, then follows a rapid and approximately

linear height evolution. Finally, the growth of H slows down at a pace depending on the

experimental conditions. The three described regimes are indicated by the gray dotted

vertical lines for the sample sputtered at 300 eV in Fig. 4a. A clear mathematical definition

of the regimes is not feasible. However, the first regime ends when H starts to grow while

the transition between the second and third regimes is more subtle as it corresponds to a

more or less progressive change in the growth rate.

For a constant flux, the two first regimes appear to superimpose even if the duration of

the second regime increase with increasing ion energy, see Fig. 4a,b and c. Clearly, the

growth rate in the third regime is also influenced by a change in ion energy, as seen on Fig.

4b and c. It was not possible to observe the third regime for the highest ion energies because
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the SE characterization method is limited to structures below 100 nm in height, as seen on

Fig. 4c, where the second regime appears to extend beyond H = 100 nm.

Fig. 4d shows the final value of L found at the end of each each experiment from AFM

images. It is interesting to notice a nearly linear behavior of L with increasing energy.

FIG. 4: In situ observations of the surface on samples from series B: a) b) c) Temporal evolution

of the height, H, for various ion energies and a flux of respectively 0.12 mAcm−2, 0.17 mAcm−2

and 0.24 mAcm−2. The gray dotted lines indicate the three regimes for samples sputtered at 300

eV d) Evolution of L with changing energy. The different symbols corresponds to experiments at

different flux.
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FIG. 5: Data from samples series B. Growth law with an ion incidence angle of 22.5◦ with constant

flux (time is scaled for curve 500 eV). The SEM images show the 45◦ view of a cross-section of

three samples prepared at 300 eV (left), 400 eV (middle) and 500 eV (right)

Fig. 5 shows the time dependence of the height, H, for oblique incidence sputtering at the

different ion beam energies 200, 300, 400 and 500 eV. The flux was 0.24 mAcm−2 for 500 eV

or 0.17 mAcm−2 for the other energies. In this specific case, H, represents the the projected

amplitude of the patterns along the sample normal. To compare the data the timescale was

normalized on the curve for 500 eV by the flux ratio to the curve at 200 eV. The data is

strikingly similar to the one obtained for normal incidence showing the same three distinct

regimes. As in the previous case the two first regimes overlaps while the third depends on

energy. Beyond H= 100 nm the measurement are hampered by higher uncertainties due to

the limitation in the optical model (see Appendix). However, the relative evolution of H still

corresponds to a physical reality. It worth noticing that the saturation of the growth rate in

the third regime is observed for all energies for inclined ion incidence. Another interesting

point is that the growth rate in the second regime is much faster than the one found for

normal incidence in the same experimental conditions (see Figs. 4b and Fig. 5). The

increase of the growth rate goes beyond what can be predicted from the angular dependence

of the Sigmund yield law [25]. Cross-section SEM images show that the cones are pointing

in the direction of incidence of the ion beam. Even if quantification is difficult, the images
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indicate that the lateral size is also increasing with energy.

Figs. 6a, b and c show the evolution of H for different fluxes and an energy of 200,

300 and 400 eV respectively. The flux appears to have a smaller effect on the growth rate

than the ion energy. However, once again, all the curves have a similar shape showing three

regimes. Fig. 6d show the variation of L with the flux. High energy series show a small

tendency for L to increase with increasing flux. The inserts in Figs. 6a, b and c depict the

same data but normalized with the flux rate using the lowest value of flux as a reference.

The data fall on the same curve.

FIG. 6: Data from samples series B. Time evolution of H for various flux and ion energies. a) 200

eV b) 300 eV c) 400 eV. On the insets the timescale is normalized using the flux ratio. d) Evolution

of L with the flux at energies between 200 to 500 eV, the symbols corresponds to different values

of the ion energy.

The effect of the temperature on the patterning is shown on Fig. 7 with the temporal

evolution of H for samples sputtered at an energy of 300 eV, a flux of 0.17 mAcm−2 and

a temperature of 30, 150 or 300 ◦C respectively. Increasing the temperature increases the

growth rate in the third regime. The lateral sizes L also show a significant increase from 53

nm at 30 ◦C, 68 nm at 150◦C to 130 nm at 300◦C.
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FIG. 7: Results from samples series C. Growth law with a flux of 0.17 mA/cm−2 and a energy of

300 eV for various temperatures

Fig. 8 a shows an AFM image of a sample sputtered at 150◦C. Similarly Fig. 8 b depicts

a SEM image of the surface sputtered at 300◦ C at the observation angle of 45◦. Clearly, the

surface morphology is less defined at high temperatures and differs from the geometry used

in the ellipsometric model. Even if this can lead to a higher error on the value of H, it will

not significantly change the data depicted in Fig. 7 as it is an indication of the evolution

of the mean values of the pattern amplitudes.

FIG. 8: Results from sample Series C. a) AFM image of samples sputtered at 150◦C. b) SEM

image of sample sputtered at 300◦C

DISCUSSION

The existence of three formation regimes was already reported for a single set of exper-

imental conditions in [17, 22]. However, the data depicted in Figs. 4 - 7 are the first

extensive in situ studies of the influence of the temperature, flux and energy on the ion

induced patterning process on GaSb. Clearly, we observe that the overall behavior is the

same whatever the ion beam parameters and the temperature. Strikingly, even the change
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of ion incidence proves to have a moderate effect on the overall formation laws, see Fig. 5.

These results strongly evidence that the phenomenon behind the formation of patterns on

GaSb is universal and robust. However, it is also obvious that the framework of the curva-

ture dependent BH models [2] can not account for these results. First, an initial coarsening

regime is observed for L before any significant increase of the mean height H (see Figs. 2

and 4) and Ref. [21]. The BH model predicts, as any other linear model, pattern forma-

tion at a constant wavelength. A recent nonlinear extension of the BH model introduces

redepositing effects linked to the local geometry to obtain coarsening [15]. However, the

coarsening arising from the nonlinear terms are predominant at late stage growth in con-

tradiction with the present experimental results. Secondly, the temperature dependence we

observe is opposite to the one predicted by any BH based model where increased diffusion

leads to surface relaxation at high temperatures. Finally, the two first formation regimes

show a dependence of L on energy and temperature whereas the growth rates of H remain

the same. Even nonlinear versions of the BH model can not account for such a behavior.

Due to the mentioned shortcomings of the BH based models we will consider our data

in the light of our recent publication suggesting that self-organized nanopatterning on III-V

semiconductors can be induced by segregation and continuous masking during ion abrasion

[16]. The new mechanism specifically concerns pattern formation on compounds. The main

aspects of the so called Self-Sustained Etch Masking model are the following: The higher

abrasion yield of one element leads to an enrichment in the surface region of the material

of the other element. The tendency of the element to segregate, when in excess, spurs the

nucleation of a droplet pattern at the surface. The droplets act as a shield against etching

and onset the pattern formation. The continuous erosion of the unprotected material induces

a flux of the excess element towards the droplets, compensating for the erosion of the mask.

In the case of GaSb, gallium was shown to constitute the mask. The rapid diffusion of this

element was suggested to be responsible for the erosion resistance of the mask giving rise

to high aspect ratio patterns. A series of equations were proposed to describe the pattern

formation stemming from this kind of surface instability reproducing the three observed

formation regimes [17]. The mechanisms behind the three regimes were described as the

surface enrichment in Ga and the formation of a mask, transfer of the mask into the substrate

and finally a slow down of the transfer due to the progressive erosion of the mask when not

fully compensated by a resupply of Ga from the substrate. In the following we show that a
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large part of the experimental data can be rationalized within this framework.

During the first regime a decrease of the surface roughness is observed. This was also

reported in the only other in situ study of the lateral length scales [26]. This can be

understood as a decaping of the native oxide layer as well as the creation of a damage layer

due to the ion impact. A optical model was developed to extract more information in this

regime from ellipsometry. Instead of describing the surface as an graded anisotropic layer

it was modeled as three isotropic layers, with the top layer being oxidized GaSb, followed a

rough amorphous GaSb layer, an amorphous GaSb layer, on top of a crystalline substrate.

The rough layer was modeled as an isotropic Bruggeman effective medium consisting of 50%

amorphous GaSb and 50% void. The thickness of each layer was found by fitting the model

to the SE measurements.

Fig. 9b depicts the evolution of the thickness of the oxide layer as well as the amorphous

and rough GaSb layer for ion energies of 300, 400 and 500 eV. The oxide layer is rapidly

removed while the thickness of the damage layer increases before stabilizing to a finite value

depending on the ion energy. It is well known that GaSb is easily amorphised under ion

abrasion [27]. The damaged layer thickness can be interpreted as the mean penetration depth

of the collision cascade induced by the ion impact. The obtained values of 10 nm at 500 eV,

8 nm at 400 eV and 6 nm at 300 eV agree well with those estimated using Stopping and

Range In Compounds calculations (SRIM) [28]. The initial roughness is found to decrease

during a time interval close to the values obtained using the optical model developed to

extract the mean cone height, described in ref. [22, 23] and the appendix.
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FIG. 9: a) Optical model for the first regime: The surface is described as a layer of oxidized GaSb,

a layer of rough amorphous GaSb, a damage layer of amorphous GaSb followed by semi-infinite

crystalline bulk GaSb. b) Time evolution of the thickness of the different layers extracted from

the data on sample series B. The slanted lines corresponds to the oxide layer, the dotted lines to

the rough surface layer and the continuous line to the amorphous layer. Blue, red and black colors

corresponds to data obtained at 300, 400 and 500 eV, respectively.

Previous X-ray Photoemission spectroscopy showed an important enrichment of the Ga

at the surface during the first regime [16]. We have not been able to observe this by SE.

The origin of the change in the surface composition is the difference of yield between Ga

and Sb, and therefore the enrichment speed should be proportional to the flux. Once the

composition reach a critical value, phase separation occurs and trigger the second regime.

All the phenomena we considered during the first regime (i.e oxide removal, surface en-

richment and amorphisation) are proportional to the flux. This is clearly supported by the

experimental data. The initial regimes superimpose when the flux is constant independently

of temperature and energy, see Figs. 4, 5 and 7. Furthermore, when the flux differs, a

master curve can be obtained by normalization of the time scale by a flux ratio, see Fig. 6

inserts.

In the second regime, the dominant mechanism for the pattern growth is proposed to

be shielding of the substrate by Ga droplets. In consequence, the growth rate should be

equal to the difference in sputtering speed between Ga and GaSb. We observe a linear

law with a slope corresponding to a yield difference between Ga and GaSb of 0.9 ± 0.1

atoms per incident Ar ion. This is the order of magnitude which can be estimated by SRIM
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calculations. If a simple transfer mechanism is at stake in the second regime the growth

rate should be proportional to the flux. This is what we observe when normalizing the time

scale with the flux for different values of ion energy and substrate temperature. The curves

for the second regimes falls onto the same master curve as shown in the inserts on Fig. 6.

The duration of the regimes, however, appears to depend heavily on both temperature and

ion energy. For high energies and temperatures the second regime is maintained beyond the

optical observation limit, see Figs. 4 c and 7. This can be interpreted as the consequence

of an increased activation of the Ga mobility leading to an efficient shielding of the Ga cap

for an extended period.

The lateral length L of the pattern increases with both enhanced temperature and energy.

The coarsening of L stops during the second regime, see Fig. 2. The key parameter for

the formation and the coalescence of droplets is the Ga mobility. Obviously, this parameter

is strongly influenced by the temperature. Furthermore, increasing ion energy enhances

the energy transfer through the collision cascade leading to a higher mobility in the damage

layer. However, the transfer of the pattern into the substrate will limit coarsening explaining

the fast saturation of L during the second regime. The moderate impact of the flux on L

can be understood by a change in the surface temperature due to thermalization.

From our data it appears that the third regime is characterized by a slowdown of the

formation rate without a clear saturation whatever the experimental conditions of the flux,

the temperature, the ion energy and ion incidence. Both the crossover time between the

second and third regimes and the growth rate clearly depends on an interplay between

energy, temperature and flux. The third regime has been proposed to be caused by the

wear-out of the shielding Ga cap due to a slow down in Ga supply as H increases and the

pristine GaSb substrate is further away i.e. a partial shielding regime. It results in a reduced

efficiency of the sputter shield and a slower growth rate [17]. The suggested mechanism for

the third regime appears to be in good agreement with the data even if a universal law

can not be extracted from the present data. Obviously, higher temperatures or energies

will enhance the mobility leading to faster coarsening and a more effective shielding for a

longer duration. As a consequence both L and H will take larger values. Nevertheless, the

details in the interplay of the different parameters will have to be addressed by numerical

simulations as no clear trend emerges from the data.

Other groups have also observed the time dependence of H and they report an initial
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exponential regime followed by a saturation regime and ending with a decrease [19, 29].

The previously published data was obtained using sequential AFM measurements leading to

substantial uncertainties as well as limited statistics. We were never able to evidence such a

behavior using either AFM or SE measurements. It is possible that the previously reported

results correspond to low mobility conditions where the Self-Sustained Etch Masking mech-

anism only appears in the partial regime and for a short duration. It would certainly be

interesting to obtain in situ formation rates in similar experimental conditions.

An intriguing feature reported on the patterns obtained on GaSb is the occurrence of

long range hexagonal or square order [30]. In the present study, we have only considered the

mean values of the amplitude and length scale of the obtained patterns. However, we did

not observe a clear onset to ordering which could not be attributed either to tip effects in the

AFM observations or to a reminiscence of polishing traces on the substrates. It is possible

that this difference it is the consequence of the experimental conditions. In the present study

were we have focused on parameter ranges leading to high amplitude patterns. Currently, it

is not clear if the enhanced order observed in some studies is a consequence of the nucleation

of the sputter shield or late stage coarsening effects like redeposition. A challenge for future

work would definitely be to develop in situ characterization methods allowing to extract

information on both the the amplitude of nanopatterns as well as local or long range order.

This would allow to pinpoint in which regime ordering effects can appear on GaSb and to

extent the models for ion sputtering induced patterning.

CONCLUSION

Thanks to a recently developed spectroscopic ellipsometry method we were able to inves-

tigate the pattern formation on GaSb under ion abrasion. We present the first systematic

real-time study of the formation of patterns on GaSb for different experimental conditions

like the energy, flux and temperature. This method was also adapted to follow the in situ

formation of anisotropic tilted cones for oblique ion incidence. At present no other charac-

terization technique has showed similar capabilities.

We evidence the same overall formation laws regardless of the experimental conditions.

The amplitude and angle of the patterns may vary considerably, but the patterning process

seems to fall into three characteristic regimes: the ion flux determines the timescale, while
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the pattern length scale and late stage growth rate are controlled by the energy and the tem-

perature. The lateral length scale of the patterns is mainly determined during the second

regime. Important coarsening seems to take place only for high temperatures where the ob-

served patterns are less homogenous. For oblique incidence we reveal the same fundamental

behavior as for normal incidence but with a remarkable pace.

The overall behavior of GaSb cannot be rationalized in the Bradley Harper framework

generally used to explain patterns formation by ion sputtering. However, a recently sug-

gested formation model based on the ion induced segregation of gallium droplets acting as

a more or less efficient sputtering shield can explain a large part of the data. The first

regime can be understood as the initial erosion and damage of the surface triggering gallium

droplet segregation. The second regime is the growth mode where the gallium caps act as

a protection of the surface leading to a direct transfer of the pattern into the material. The

third regime corresponds to a wear out of the protecting cap due to decreased supply of

gallium leading to a less efficient transfer.

While the growth rate in the second regime can be understood as the yield difference

between gallium and GaSb the parameters which control the third regime are less clear.

The growth rate appears to be heavily dependent on species characteristics like mobility

and fine details are not easy to predict. We plan to address this issue in a detailed analysis

and numerical study of the model presented in Ref. [17] in future work. The combined AFM

and in situ ellipsometry study evidences that it is possible to select a lateral scale using an

adequate energy or temperature in the first formation regime. Afterwards, the height can be

adjusted by tuning of the flux and the abrasion time. This observation opens for enhanced

control over the patterns obtained on GaSb. Additional experimental developments are

needed to establish the conditions for the genesis of long range ordering effects. It would

be a considerable step towards understanding both limitations and the opportunities for ion

beam patterning induced by segregation mechanisms.
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APPENDIX

Optical model

The optical properties of GaSb nanopillars with a height less than 100 nm are modeled

by treating the structures as an uniaxial graded effective medium, with the optic axis along

the pillar axis. The pillars are approximated as a stack of cylinders with linearly decreasing

diameter (50 layers). Each cylinder in the stack defines a uniaxal layer with the optic

axis along the cylinder axis. In the direction of the optic axis the cylinders will have zero

polarizability, and the effective dielectric function ε|| can be found as the volume average of

the dielectric functions of GaSb and void [31]:

ε|| = fGaSbεGaSb + fvεv. (1)

Here f and ε denote the filling factors and complex dielectric functions, respectively. The

subscript GaSb refer to the crystalline core, and v to the surrounding void. Normal to the

optic axis the effective dielectric function ε⊥ is given by the equation

fGaSb
εGaSb − ε⊥
ε⊥ + εGaSb

+ fv
εv − ε⊥
ε⊥ + εv

= 0. (2)

These equations are derived from a generalization of a Bruggeman effective medium equation

for anisotropic inclusions, with the depolarization factors L equal to 0.5 orthogonal to the

cylinder axis and L = 0 parallel to the cylinder axis. The dielectric function GaSb was taken

from [32], data from [33] was used for measurements at high temperatures. On average the

GaSb pillars have 6 nearest neighbors, hence the filling factors have been calculated for a

hexagonal lattice,

fGaSb(n) =
π√
12
d2(n), (3)

where d(n) is the diameter of the cylinder of layer n, which varies linearly from the bot-

tom diameter D1 to the top diameter D2. The bottom and top diameters D1 and D2 are

normalized to the nearest neighbor distance, since only the volume filling factors influence

the effective medium. This means that the lateral size of the pillars can not be found from

ellipsometry measurements when the effective medium approximation is valid. The lateral

size have therefore been found by ex situ AFM or SEM imaging of the final structures only.

Pillars formed by sputtering with oblique ion incidence will point toward the incoming

ions. The optic axis will then be inclined by an angle θ from the substrate normal equal
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to the angle of ion incidence. This is included in the model by doing an Euler rotation of

the principal effective dielectric tensor by an angle θ from the substrate normal. With the

experimental set-up used in this work, in situ observations can only be performed at normal

ion incidence, or at an ion incidence inclined by 22.5◦ from the substrate normal. In both

cases the optic axis of the pillars will be in the ellipsometers plane of incidence, so that there

will be no coupling between orthogonal polarization states (rsp = rps = 0).

The reflection coefficients for a stack of anisotropic layers can be calculated by using

Berreman’s 4× 4 differential matrices [34, 35]. The effective parameters can then be found

from the ellipsometry measurement by minimizing a figure of merit function χ2, given as

χ2 =
1

N · J − P + 1

N∑
i=1

J∑
j=1

(
mmod

j (i)−mexp
j (i)

σj(i)

)2

, (4)

where N is the number of points in the spectrum, J is the number of Mueller elements

used in the fit, P is the number of free parameters in the model, mmod
j and mexp

j are the

simulated and measured Mueller elements normalized with the total reflectivity (M11), and

σj is the standard deviation of the measurement. Since the nanopillars are uniaxial with

the optic axis in the plane of incidence, all the Mueller elements are not necessary. The

model could be fitted to m33 = sin 2Ψ cosΔ and m43 = − sin 2Ψ sinΔ only. This means that

standard spectroscopic ellipsometry would have been sufficient. However, since we measure

the full Mueller matrix we can observe that the nanostructures give no polarization coupling

or depolarization, which can not be described by the uniaxial effective medium model with

the optic axis in the plane of incidence.

The effective medium approximation is only valid for structures that are sufficiently small

compared to the wavelength of light. As the pillars reach a height of about 100 nm, the

applied effective medium model starts to fail. The χ2 error function then rapidly increase

with height, and the the fitted parameters can no longer be trusted. The same applies for

the lateral size, which for samples sputtered at 500 eV can cause trouble even for pillars

lower than 100 nm, as the lateral size can be larger than the height. Another challenge with

measuring larger pillars is that the index gradient leads to a very low reflectivity, demanding

longer acquisition times. For sputtering at high energy and flux, the pillar formation can be

so fast that the sample changes significantly during one measurement.
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Uncertainty in model parameters

Correlated uncertainties calculated from the Hessian matrix[36, 37], defined by the second

order partial derivative of χ2 with respect to the parameters, reveal some coupling between

parameters. The coupled uncertainties for a measurement error giving a χ2 = 1 (uncertainty

in Mueller elements of about 0.005) are about 10% in the pillar height. The noise in the

in situ measuremtets is however quite small. Repeated measurements of the same sample

after the end of sputtering results in heigth variations at the order of 1% only. The relativly

large uncertainties calculated from the Hessian matrix, or one could also say the too large

values of χ2 compared to the noise, is likly caused by systematic errors,such as instrumnt

calibration, angle of incidence, window strain, model insufficiencies (error in reference di-

electric functions, effective medium approximation), and so on. These kind of errors are

similar for all the measurements. The effect of systematic errors have been explored by

fitting the parameters to the measurements with a slightly different angle of incidence, or

with a uniform shift of Δ (window strain), in both cases resulting in a uniform shift of the

height, and increase of χ2. In many cases a small change of the angle of incidence or a

small shift of Δ might decrease χ2 a bit, however, such changes have not been considered as

more paramaters would introduce more parameter correlation and higher uncertainty. To

control that the systematic uncertainties do not get out of hand, the results from the model

fits to the ellipsomtric measurements have been closely compared with results from different

characterization tools such as AFM and SEM, ex-situ of the final structrures.
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Abstract: The formation of GaSb nanopillars by low energy ion sputtering
is studied in real-time by spectroscopic Mueller matrix ellipsometry, from
the initial formation in the smooth substrate until nanopillars with a height
of 200− 300 nm are formed. As the nanopillar height increased above
100 nm, coupling between orthogonal polarization modes was observed.
Ex situ angle resolved Mueller polarimetry measurements revealed a 180◦
azimuth rotation symmetry in the off-diagonal Mueller elements, which
can be explained by a biaxial material with different dielectric functions εx
and εy in a plane parallel to the substrate. This polarization coupling can be
caused by a tendency for local direction dependent alignment of the pillars,
and such a tendency is confirmed by scanning electron microscopy. Such
observations have not been made for GaSb nanopillars shorter than 100 nm,
which have optical properties that can be modeled as a uniaxial effective
medium.
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1. Introduction

Spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) has proved to be an efficient tool for real-time observation of
the formation of nanostructured surfaces, e.g. the height evolution of GaSb nanopillars has been
monitored during ion sputtering [1]. Real-time in situmeasurements allow to follow the forma-
tion in time, and to find how the formation rate depends on experimental parameters, leading to
a deeper understanding of the formation mechanisms of such structures [2, 3]. Such studies are
not feasible with traditional ex situ microscopic characterization methods for nanoscale struc-
tures, such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) or scanning electron microscopy (SEM), due to
time-demand and uncertainty of process parameters.

Ellipsometry is based on measuring the relative change of phase and amplitude between two
orthogonal field components of reflected light. For reflections from an anisotropic material,
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there will in general be coupling between orthogonal field components. To fully characterize
this coupling it is necessary to do generalized ellipsometry or Mueller matrix ellipsometry [4].
GaSb nanopillars prepared by sputtering with normal ion incidence, with a height less than
100 nm, have earlier been reported not to result in coupling between orthogonal polarization
components, and to be modelled as a uniaxial effective material with the optic axis normal to
the substrate [1]. How polarized light is affected by a reflection from such a surface can be
completely characterized by standard ellipsometry. However, for larger nanopillars, the effec-
tive medium approximation is expected to fail as the size of the structure becomes comparable
to the wavelength of light, and the uniaxial model will no longer be able to represent the optical
properties of the pillars. In this study we report real-time in situ spectroscopic Mueller matrix
measurements of GaSb during ion sputtering: from the initial formation in the smooth substrate,
until pillars with heights of 200− 300 nm are formed. The Mueller matrix will contain infor-
mation about possible anisotropic properties of the structure, caused by an anisotropic shape or
organization of the pillars.

The anisotropic optical properties of a number of different nanostructures have previ-
ously been studied ex situ by generalized ellipsometry or Mueller matrix ellipsometry [5–10].
Reflectance-difference(anisotropy) spectroscopy (RDS/RAS) have been widely applied for
real-time studies of surface anisotropies of semiconductors [11] and nanostructured sur-
faces [12–14]. RAS is highly sensitive, but can only measure the anisotropic part of the op-
tical properties. In comparison Mueller matrix ellipsometry can measure the absolute dielectric
function of an anisotropic material, not only the relative difference. Real-time Mueller matrix
spectroscopy was demonstrated for the first time by Chen et al. [15], for characterization of
geometrical optics scale roughness on ZnO. The reported roughness had isotropic optical prop-
erties, but its depolarizing properties made Mueller matrix measurements necessary. To our
knowledge, generalized ellipsometry or Mueller matrix ellipsometry studies of an anisotropic
nanostructured surface have not been performed in real-time before.

2. Theory and optical modeling

A Mueller matrix ellipsometer measures the 4× 4 real valued Mueller matrix, which can de-
scribe any linear interaction of polarized light with a sample by transforming Stokes vectors
representing the polarization state of light [16]. For non-depolarizing samples, the Mueller
matrix can be used to overdetermine the normalized Jones matrix, containing the complex re-
flection coefficients [15]. The reflection coefficients (ri j, with the subscripts i and j denoting
the p and s directions) can be defined as

[
Ep
Es

]out
=

[
rpp rps
rsp rss

][
Ep
Es

]inc
,

with Ep and Es denoting the complex field components parallel and orthogonal to the plane
of incidence, respectively. The connection between the Jones and Mueller matrices for a non-
depolarizing sample can be found in e.g. Ref. [17]. The Mueller matrix of a depolarizing sample
has no equivalent Jones matrix. The reflection coefficients for a stack of homogeneous layers
of optically anisotropic material can be calculated using Berreman’s 4× 4 differential matrix
method [18, 19].

3. Experimental

A GaSb wafer (100) was sputtered for 10 minutes with 500 eV Ar+ ions at normal incidence,
with an ion flux of 0.32 mA/cm2. In situ spectroscopic Mueller matrix measurements was per-
formed every 5 seconds during sputtering, in the photon energy range of 1.5−2.8 eV (MM16,
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Fig. 1. Real-time Mueller matrix measurement of GaSb nanopillars, presented at three dif-
ferent photon energies. The 2.6 eV photon energy measurement is not presented for a sput-
tering time higher than 400 s, as after this time the surface becomes highly anti-reflective,
and the optical signal becomes too low at high energies.
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Fig. 2. Absolute values of the off-diagonal Jones elements, normalized by rss, derived from
real-time Mueller matrix measurements of the formation of GaSb nanopillars, at photon
energies of 2.6 eV (blue), 2.0 eV (black) and 1.5 eV (red).

Horiba Jobin Yvon), at an angle of incidence of 45◦. The final nanostructured surface was stud-
ied ex situ by SEM. A sample prepared with identical sputtering conditions was also studied
ex situ with a single wavelength (633 nm) angle resolved Mueller matrix polarimeter. The in-
strument applied a high numerical aperture (NA=0.95) microscope objective in a double pass
configuration with its back focal plane imaged on a charge coupled device camera, allowing
simultaneous measurements of reflected light at all azimuth angles and all angles of incidence
below 62◦ [20–22].

4. Results and discussion

Figure 1 shows real-time in situ measurements of the Mueller matrix of the GaSb sample dur-
ing sputtering, for three different photon energies. During the first 2− 3 minutes there is no
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Fig. 3. Reflected intensity change from GaSb during sputtering, normalized by the reflected
intensity before sputtering. The values are equal to the change in intensity refletance for
unpolarized light (Mueller element M11).

significant polarization coupling in the Mueller matrix, as all the four elements in the upper-
right and lower-left corners are close to zero. After about 3 minutes of sputtering, polarization
coupling becomes visible in the Mueller matrix and increases steadily until the end of the sput-
tering. To illustrate this more clearly, the absolute value of the normalized off-diagonal Jones
elements, |rps/rss| and |rsp/rss|, have been derived from the Mueller matrix and are presented
in Fig. 2. This polarization coupling indicate that the effective dielectric function is anisotropic
in the plane parallel to the substrate, which is not consistent with a uniaxial material with the
optic axis normal to the substrate. The reflected intensity change from the GaSb surface during
sputtering is presented in Fig. 3. The nanopillars have a conical shape, which gives a gradient
in the effective index of refraction [23], making the pillars anti-reflective. This means that the
reflected light intensity decrease as the height of the pillars increase. After 400 s the curves for
the 2.6 eV measurement have been cut in Figs. 1 and 2, as the noise level is too high.

The lateral anisotropy of the nanopillars could have several different causes. It was earlier
reported that inclined GaSb pillars prepared by sputtering at oblique ion incidence has highly
anisotropic optical properties [9], and such structures can be modeled as an effective uniaxial
material with the optic axis parallel to the inclined pillar axis, resulting in polarization cou-
pling in the Mueller matrix. A slight tilt (less than 1− 2◦) of the incident ion beam from the
sample normal during the in situ measurements could cause the observed coupling. Another
explanation could be that the pillars have an average laterally anisotropic shape, e.g. the pil-
lars could have an elliptical instead of circular crossection. On the other hand, the pillars could
individually have a uniaxial shape, but have an average anisotropic organization, e.g. a direc-
tion dependent nearest neighbor distance. Such a lateral anisotropy should result in the pillars
having optical properties like a biaxial material.

To get a better understanding of the anisotropic optical properties of the sample, the final
structure was studied by ex situ angle resolved Mueller matrix polarimetry. Fig. 4 presents a
polar plot of the normalized Mueller elements m13 and m14, where the radial coordinate rep-
resents the sine of the angle of incidence and the polar angle represents the azimuth sample
orientation. These figures reveal important information about the symmetries of the structure.
One can observe four lines in the polar plots where the Mueller elements are zero, correspond-
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Fig. 4. Angle resolved Mueller matrix elements m13 (a) and m14 (b), and simulations of
m13 (c) and m14 (d) for reflection from a biaxial effective medium. All at a wavelength of
633 nm. (m13 = Re[rppr∗ps+ rspr∗ss]/M11 and m14 = Im[rppr∗ps+ rspr∗ss]/M11).

ing to azimuth sample orientations separated by rotations of 90◦, where there is no polarization
coupling for all angles of incidence. The elements are also approximately symmetric for a ro-
tation of 180◦. These symmetries can be explained by the nanopillars behaving as a biaxially
anisotropic material, with one of the intrinsic axes (referred to as the c-axis) normal to the sub-
strate. The azimuth orientations resulting in no polarization coupling then correspond to the
cases when one of the two other intrinsic axes lie in the plane of incidence. This symmetry im-
plies that the polarization coupling observed in the real-time Mueller matrix measurements are
mainly caused by a laterally anisotropic shape or organization. A small pillar inclination caused
by slightly oblique ion incidence, would instead give only two azimuth orientations with no po-
larization coupling (with the pillars inclined in the plane of incidence), and a change of sign of
element m13 and m14 for an azimuth rotation of 180◦. A small tilt however, could still cause the
slight difference between the left and right lobe of Fig. 4(a).

To study the shape and size of the final structure, SEM images of the samples were taken ex
situ after sputtering. A crossection image of the surface is presented in Fig. 5(b), where pillars
with a height of 250−300 nm can be seen. Figure 5(c) shows an overview of the surface, where
apparently randomly distributed pillars can be seen. The power spectral density (PSD) of the
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Fig. 5. (a) Power spectral density of the normal view SEM image (magnified), (b) GaSb pil-
lars made by normal incidence sputtering, crosssection SEM image, and (c) normal view
SEM image. The direction corresponding to the line in the power spectral density is de-
noted by the white arrow, together with the plane of incidence of the in situMueller matrix
measurements.

SEM image (Fig. 5(a)) shows signs of an anisotropic organization, breaking the symmetry in
the lateral plane. Randomly distributed circular structures corresponds to a donut shape in the
PSD. The observed oppositely placed holes in the donut indicate a longer nearest neighbor
distance in this direction (the opposite of alignment). From the SEM image one can see some
tendency of local alignment of neighboring pillars along apparently random directions (lines of
4−10 pillars are observed). The PSD indicate that local alignment is less likely in the direction
corresponding to the holes in the donut shape. This direction is marked in the normal view SEM
image in Fig. 5(c), and was found to be rotated by an angle of 13◦ from the plane of incidence
of the in situ ellipsometry measurements.

In the first 3 minutes of sputtering, the measured Mueller matrix is approximately block-
diagonal, and the height evolution of the pillars can be found by fitting the previously reported
graded uniaxial effective medium model [1] to the non-zero Muller elements. In this model the
pillars are treated as a stack of cylinders with decreasing diameter. Each cylinder define a layer,
with an effective dielectric function found by a generalized anisotropic Bruggeman effective
medium equation (see the Appendix). The heights of the GaSb nanopillars derived from this
model are presented in Fig. 6, together with the χ2 error function (calculated for an assumed
experimental uncertainty of σ = 0.01 in the measured Mueller elements). After a short initial
period of 30 s, the pillars start to form with a steady height increase of about 1nm a second.
After 3 minutes of sputtering, the pillars have reached a height of about 120 nm, and the error
function χ2 starts to increase rapidly. This is about the same time as the polarization coupling
becomes visible in the measured Mueller matrix, and the uniaxial effective medium model can
no longer be applied. In addition, the reduced reflectivity of the pillars leads to a higher noise
level at high energies, which also contributes to the increase in χ2.

The observed lateral anisotropy (polarization coupling) was ascribed to the effective optical
properties of the nanopillars being biaxially anisotropic, with one of the intrinsic axes normal
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to the substrate. From SEM images this was concluded to be caused an average anisotropic
organization. This can not be treated by the anisotropic Bruggeman equation (Eq. (1) in the
Appendix), which is independent of the spatial organization. Extended effective medium mod-
els including neighbor interactions have been discussed in the literature by e.g. Yamaguchi et.
al [24], and an extended Maxwell-Garnett equation has been applied to include anisotropic
neighbor interactions in metallic nanostrucures [25, 26]. Such a model needs detailed informa-
tion about the local ordering of the structures, taken from e.g. SEM-images. This information
is not available for the in situ measurements of the formation of the GaSb nanopillars. A pos-
sible anisotropic ordering is instead crudely approximated by letting the depolarization factors
La and Lb represent an “effective” shape, i.e. an anisotropic ordering is modeled by letting the
pillars have an effective elliptical crossection. The use of effective depolarization factors to
model neighbor interactions was introduced by Granqvist and Hunderi [27]. Figure 4(c) and
4(d) shows simulations of angle resolved Mueller elements m13 and m14 for such a biaxial
model, which fits qualitatively well with the experimental measurements. The effective depo-
larization factors La = 0.47, Lb= 0.53 and Lc= 0 were used along the three principal axes, with
the c-axis pointing normal to the substrate. A pillar height of 290 nm and top and bottom rela-
tive diameter of D2 = 0.1 and D1 = 1 (filling factor calculated for dense hexagonal ordering)
was used in the simulation (see Appendix).

Fits of a biaxial model to the real-time measurements of the pillar formation after 3 minutes
of sputtering are presented in Fig. 7, with the resulting pillar height and χ2 values shown in
Fig. 6. From the the measurement of the final structure, an effective depolarization factor of
La = 0.54 was found for one of the principal axes in the lateral plane, rotated by an angle of
12◦ from the plane of incidence. The other principal axis in the lateral plane was set to have
Lb = 1−La, and the the depolarization factor for the last axis along the surface normal was set
to Lc = 0. The orientation of the a-axis corresponds well with the direction corresponding to
the holes in the donut shaped PSD in Fig. 5(a). As one would expect, the effective depolariz-
ation factor is highest along the direction with less local alignment. For the remaining real-time
measurements, the orientation of the principal axes of the effective medium was fixed to be the
same as the one found for the final measurement. This is reasonable as the angle was confirmed
by SEM, and as the azimuth rotation of the principal axes are expected to be coupled to the
depolarization factors for fits at ellipsometry measurements at a single azimuth sample orienta-
tion. The fit was limited to the photon energy range of 1.5−2.0 eV due to the increased noise
level caused by the reduced reflectivity from high pillars. In Fig. 6, a great improvement of χ2

is observed for the biaxial model compared to the uniaxial model. Still, an increase in χ2 with
time is observed also for the more complex biaxial model, which is as expected since effective
medium should not be valid for structures with a size comparable to the wavelength of light.
The pillar height need not be the critical parameter for failure of the effective medium model,
as interference effects normal to the substrate are included in the transfer matrix calculations
for the reflection coefficients. More important is the lateral size, which must be sufficiently
small for the model to be valid. The evolution of this size can however not be observed from
the Mueller matrix measurements. Earlier reports from ex situ AFM studies on GaSb sputtered
with different ion energies found that the lateral size of the pillars increase with energy [3]. For
pillars sputtered with an ion energy of 300 and 400 eV, the lateral size was found to saturate
to a constant value early in the formation. For samples sputtered with an ion energy of 500 eV,
the lateral size of the pillars was found to increase for the first 5 minutes of sputtering. This
means that the lateral size is increasing in the range where the χ2 value is increasing. The fit-
ted height seems, however, to give a reasonable approximation to the pillar height, with a final
value of 250 nm which correspond well to the pillar height of 250-300 nm as observed in the
SEM image. The resulting height evolution during sputtering is also equal to the observation
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of sputtering at lower energy [1], with a transition to a slower formation rate, but no saturation.
This indicates that the formation mechanism reported in Ref. [2] is also valid for the formation
of large pillars formed by sputtering at the higher ion energy of 500 eV.

The origin of the anisotropic ordering in the lateral dimension is not fully understood. As
the formation does not depend on the crystal orientation of the substrate [28], there should
not be any preferential direction for sputtering at normal ion incident. However, this symmetry
could be broken by a small deviation of the ion incidence from the surface normal. Another
explanation could be an initial anisotropic substrate roughness from the wafer polishing.

5. Conclusion

The formation of GaSb nanopillars by sputtering with 500 eV Ar+ ions has been monitored in
real-time by Mueller matrix ellipsometry. For the first 3 minutes the optical properties of the
nanopillars were modeled by a graded uniaxial effective medium model. After 3 minutes, as the
pillar height surpassed 100 nm, coupling between orthogonal polarization modes was observed
from the measurements. From ex situ angle resolved Mueller matrix polarimetry of the final
structure, this coupling was attributed to the pillars having effective biaxial optical properties,
with one intrinsic axis normal to the substrate. Fourier analysis of a scanning electron micro-
scope image of the final nanopillars, shows that the lateral anisotropy can be attributed to a
direction dependent nearest neighbor distance. Each individual pillar has a uniaxial symmetry,
the biaxial symmetry comes from the anisotropic organization of the pillars.

6. Appendix

It was earlier reported [1] that GaSb nanopillars with a height less than 100 nm could be mod-
eled as a graded uniaxial effective medium, by treating the pillars as a stack of cylinders with
decreasing diameter. Each cylinder in the stack constitute an effective layer with an effective
dielectric tensor found by using a generalized Bruggeman effective medium equation for ellip-
soidal inclusions [29]

fGaSb
εGaSb− εii

εii+Li(εGaSb− εii)
+ fv

εv− εii
εii+Li(εv− εii)

= 0, (1)

where f and ε denote the filling factors and complex dielectric functions, respectively, with
the subscript GaSb referring to the crystalline core, and v to the surrounding void. Li denotes
the depolarization factor in direction i (along a principal axis of the structure) and εii is the
effective dielectric function in direction i. For cylindrical inclusions L|| = 0.5 (parallel to the
mean surface) and L⊥ = 0 (perpendicular to the mean surface). This gives a uniaxial anisotropic
material with the optic axis normal to the mean surface, resulting in no coupling between or-
thogonal field components for reflected light (rps = rsp = 0). If the cylinder cross-sections are
elliptical instead of circular, and all have the same orientation, the depolarization factors will
be different along the minor and major axis (Lx �= Ly), giving a biaxial anisotropic material,
which in general lead to rps �= 0 and rsp �= 0. The uniaxial symmetry can also be broken by an
anisotropic ordering, e.g. by a different pillar separation along different directions. This can not
be treated by Eq. (1), which is independent on spatial organization.

On average the GaSb pillars have 6 nearest neighbors [23], hence the filling factors have been
calculated for a hexagonal lattice,

fGaSb(n) =
π√
12
d2(n),

where d(n) is the diameter of the cylinder of layer n, which varies linearly from the bottom
diameter D1 to the top diameter D2. The bottom and top diameters D1 and D2 are normalized
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to the nearest neighbor distance, since only the volume filling factors influence the effective
medium. This means that the lateral size of the pillars can not be found from ellipsometry
measurements when the effective medium approximation is valid.
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Abstract: A fast multichannel Stokes/Mueller polarimeter with no
mechanically moving parts has been designed to have close to optimal
performance from 430− 2000 nm by applying a genetic algorithm. Stokes
(Mueller) polarimeters are characterized by their ability to analyze the full
Stokes (Mueller) vector (matrix) of the incident light (sample). This ability
is characterized by the condition number, κ , which directly influences
the measurement noise in polarimetric measurements. Due to the spectral
dependence of the retardance in birefringent materials, it is not trivial to
design a polarimeter using dispersive components. We present here both a
method to do this optimization using a genetic algorithm, as well as simu-
lation results. Our results include fast, broad-band polarimeter designs for
spectrographic use, based on 2 and 3 Ferroelectric Liquid Crystals, whose
material properties are taken from measured values. The results promise to
reduce the measurement noise significantly over previous designs, up to a
factor of 4.5 for a Mueller polarimeter, in addition to extending the spectral
range.
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1. Introduction

Polarimeters are applied in a wide range of fields, from astronomy [1–3], remote sensing [4] and
medical diagnostics [5, 6] to applications in ellipsometry such as characterizing gratings [7],
nanostructures [8] and rough surfaces [9–11]. As all polarimeters are based on inverting so-
called system matrices, it is well known that the measurement error from independent Gaus-
sian noise is minimized when the condition number (κ) of these system matrices is mini-
mized [12,13]. It has been shown that κ =

√
3 is the best condition number that can be achieved

for such a system, and that this optimal condition number can be achieved by several different
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approaches using various optical components (e.g. rotating retarders [14], division of ampli-
tude [15, 16], and liquid-crystal variable retarders [17]). In many applications it is necessary to
perform fast spectroscopic measurements (e.g. by using a Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) based
spectrograph) [18]. In that case, the wavelength dependence of the optical elements will cause
the polarimeter not to be optimally conditioned over the full range simultaneously. A system
based on two Ferroelectric Liquid Crystals (FLC) has been reported to be fast and reasonably
well conditioned over the visible or near infrared spectral range [18–20]. By introducing a third
FLC a similar system has been proposed to have an acceptable condition number from the visi-
ble to the near infra-red (430−1700 nm) [21]. The design of a system having the best possible
condition number over a broad spectrum is a challenging optimization problem due to the large
number of parameters; many optimization algorithms are prone to return local optimums, and
a direct search is too time consuming. To avoid this time-consuming exhaustive search, we
decided to employ the Genetic Algorithm (GA). A GA simulates evolution on a population of
individuals in order to find an optimal solution to the problem at hand. Genetic Algorithms were
pioneered by Holland [22], and are discussed in detail in e.g. Ref. [23]. GAs have previously
been applied in ellipsometry to solve the inversion problem for the thickness and dielectric
function of multiple thin layers, see e.g. Ref. [24–26].

2. Overdetermined polarimetry

A Stokes polarimeter consists of a polarization state analyzer (PSA) capable of measuring the
Stokes vector of a polarization state, see Fig. 1. The PSA is based on performing at least 4 dif-
ferent measurements along different projection states. A measured Stokes vector S can then be
expressed as S= A−1b, where A is a system matrix describing the PSA and b is a vector con-
taining the intensity measurements. A−1 denotes the matrix inverse of A, which in the case of
overdetermined polarimetry with more than 4 projection states will denote the Moore–Penrose
pseudoinverse. The analyzing matrix A is constructed from the first rows of the Mueller matri-
ces of the PSA for the different states. The noise in the measurements of b will be amplified by
the condition number of A, κA, in the inversion to find S. Therefore κA should be as small as
possible, which correspond to do as independent measurements as possible (i.e. to use projec-
tion states that are as orthogonal as possible).

A Mueller matrix M describes how an interaction changes the polarization state of light, by
transforming an incoming Stokes vector Sin to the outgoing Stokes vector Sout =MSin. To mea-
sure the Mueller matrix of a sample it is necessary to generate at least 4 different polarization
states by a polarization state generator (PSG) and measure the outgoing Stokes vector by at
least 4 measurements for each generated state. The measured intensities can then be arranged
in a matrix B = AMW, where the system matrix W of the PSG contains the generated Stokes
vectors as its columns. These generated Stokes vectors are found simply as the first column
of the Mueller matrix of the PSG in the respective states. M can then be found by inversion
as M = A−1BW−1. The error ΔM in M is then bounded by the condition numbers according
to [27]

‖ΔM‖
‖M‖ � κWκA

‖ΔB‖
‖B‖ +κA

‖ΔA‖
‖A‖ +κW

‖ΔW‖
‖W‖ . (1)

The condition number is given as κA = ‖A‖‖A−1‖, which for the the 2-norm can be calcu-
lated from the ratio of the largest to the smallest singular value [28]. ΔA and ΔW are calibration
errors, which increase with κ when calibration methods using matrix inversion are applied. The
PSG can be constructed from the same optical elements as the PSA, placed in the reverse order,
which would give κA = κW ≡ κ . As the error in Mueller matrix measurements is proportional
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b) Mueller polarimeter

a) Stokes polarimeter

PSA

PSAPSG Sample Sensor

Sensor

Fig. 1. (a) A Stokes polarimeter measures the polarization state of an arbitrary light source
using a Polarization State Analyzer (PSA). (b) A Mueller polarimeter measures how the po-
larization state of light, generated by with a Polarization State Generator (PSG), is changed
by a sample.

PSA

FLC1 WP1 FLC2 WP2 FLC3 WP3 Pol.

Fig. 2. Sketch of a PSA consisting of 3 FLC’s, 3 waveplates (WP), each with a retardance
δ and an orientation θ relative to the transmission axis of a polarizer.

to κ2, it is very important to keep this value as low as possible.
If 4 optimal states can be achieved (giving κ =

√
3), no advantage is found by doing a larger

number of measurements with different states, compared to repeated measurements with the 4
optimal states [14]. If, however, these optimal states can not be produced (κ >

√
3), the con-

dition number, and hence the error, can be reduced by performing more than 4 measurements.
For a FLC based polarimeter this can be done by using 3 FLCs followed by a polarizer as PSA,
with up to 3 waveplates (WP) between the FLCs to increase the condition number (see Fig. 2).
A PSG can be constructed with the same elements in the reverse order. Since each FLC can be
switched between two states (this switching can be described as a rotation of the fast axis of a
retarder by +45◦), 23 = 8 different states can be analyzed (generated) by the PSA (PSG). To ac-
curately measure the Stokes vector, the system matrix A needs to be well known. For a Mueller
polarimeter generating and analyzing 4 states in the PSG and PSA, the eigenvalue calibration
method (ECM) [29] can be applied. The ECM allows the measuring of the actual produced
states by the PSA and PSG (A and W), without relying on exact knowledge or modeling of
the optical components. However, the ECM is based on the inversion of a product of measured
intensity matrices B for measurements on a set of calibration samples. This product becomes
singular for a system analyzing and generating more than four states. A workaround of this
problem is to choose the subset of 4 out of 8 states which gives the lowest κ value, and build a
B matrix of those states to find 4 of the 8 rows (columns) of A (W). More rows (columns) of
A (W) can then be found by calibrating on a different subset of the 8 states, giving the second
lowest κ value, and so on. By repeating the calibration on different subsets of states, all the 8
rows (columns) of A (W) can be found with low relative error ‖ΔA‖/‖A‖ (‖ΔW‖/‖W‖).
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Reproduction Mutation

Mating contest Development

Fig. 3. The four essential processes in a genetic algorithm are shown above. Sexual repro-
duction is performed by multi-point genetic crossover, giving rise to the next generation
of individuals. Mutation can be simulated with simple bit negation (e.g. 0 → 1 and vice
versa). Development is the process where a genotype is interpreted into its phenotype, i.e.
the binary genome is interpreted as a polarimeter design. In the mating contest, one eval-
uates the fitness of each individual’s phenotype, and let the more fit individuals reproduce
with higher probability than the less fit individuals.

3. Genetic optimization

In order to optimize κ(λ ), one can conceivably employ a variety of optimization algo-
rithms, from simple brute-force exhaustive search to more advanced algorithms, such as e.g.
Levenberg–Marquardt, simulated annealing, and particle swarm optimization. Our group has
previously performed optimization of a polarimeter design based on fixed components, namely,
two FLCs and two waveplates. In this case, the optimization problem reduces to searching the
space of 4 orientation angles. With a resolution of 1◦ per angle, this gives a search space con-
sisting of 1804 ≈ 109 states to evaluate; on modern computer hardware, this direct search can be
performed. In order to optimize the retardances of the components as well, the total number of
states increases to about

(
109

)2
= 1018. Obviously, brute force exhaustive search is unfeasible

for such large search spaces.
A GA performs optimization by simulating evolution in a population of individuals (here:

simulated polarimeters). The three pillars of evolution are variation, heritability, and selection.
Our initial population must have some initial genetic variation between the individuals; hence,
we initialize our population by generating random individuals. Heritability means that the chil-
dren have to carry on some of the traits of their parents. We simulate this by either cloning
parents into children (asexual reproduction) or by performing genetic crossover (sexual repro-
duction) in a manner that leave children with some combination of the traits of their parents.
Finally, selection is done by giving more fit individuals a larger probability of survival. For this
purpose, we used the tournament selection protocol, described in Ref. [23]. For a sketch of the
essential processes involved in a GA, see Fig. 3.

Our GA builds directly on the description given by Holland [22], using a binary genome as
the genetic representation. In this representation, a string of 0s and 1s represent the genome of
the individual. To simulate mutation in our genetic algorithm, we employ logical bit negation;
i.e. 0→ 1 or vice versa. Sexual reproduction is simulated by using multi-point crossover, i.e.
simply cutting and pasting two genomes together, as described by Holland [22].

The interpretation of the genome into a phenotype (development), in this case a polarimeter
design, is done in a straightforward way. For each variable in the polarimeter’s configuration,
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i.e. for each orientation angle and each retardance, we select m bits in the genome (typically,
m= 8) and interpret this number as an integer in the range from 1 to 2m. The integer is subse-
quently interpreted as a real number in a predefined range, e.g., θ ∈ [0◦,180◦]. In order to avoid
excessively large jumps in the search space due to mutations, we chose to implement the inter-
pretation of bits into integers by using the Gray code, also known as the reflected binary code.
The most important parameter values in our GA are shown in Table 2. Making good choices
for each of these parameters is often essential in order to ensure good convergence.

After determining the phenotype, we must assign to each simulated polarimeter individual
a fitness function (also known as the objective function). In order to do this, we first calculate
κ(λ ). As discussed, κ−1(λ ) maximally takes on the value 1/

√
3. Hence, we define an error

function, e, as

e=
1
Nλ

Nλ

∑
n=1

(
κ−1(λn)−1/

√
3
)4
. (2)

In Eq. (2), λn = λmin +(n− 1)Δλ , with n = 1,2, . . . ,Nλ and Δλ = 5 nm. λmin and Nλ are
determined by the wavelength range we are interested in. The choice of taking the difference
between κ−1(λ ) and the optimal value to power 4 is done in order to “punish” peaks in the
condition number more severely. As GAs conventionally seek to maximize the fitness function,
we define an individual’s fitness as

f =
1
e
. (3)

This definition is convenient because f takes on real and positive values where higher values
represents more optimal polarimeter designs.

4. Results

For the case of a polarimeter based on 3 FLCs and 3 WPs, we have minimized κ(λ ) by varying
the orientation angle, θ , and the retardance, δ , of all the elements. This yields a 12-dimensional
search space, i.e., 6 retardances and 6 orientation angles. θ is the angle between the fast axis of
the retarder (WP or FLC) and the transmission axis of the polarizer (see Fig. 2), taken to be in
the range θ ∈ [0◦,180◦]. The retardance, δ , is modeled using a modified Sellmeier equation,

δ ≈ 2πL
[

AUV
(λ 2−λ 2

UV )
1/2
− AIR

(λ 2
IR−λ 2)1/2

]
, (4)

where AUV , AIR, λUV , and λIR are experimentally determined parameters for an FLC (λ/2@510
nm, Displaytech Inc.) and a Quartz zero order waveplate (λ/4@465 nm) taken directly from
Refs. [19] (for the FLCs, AIR = 0). L is a normalized thickness, with L = 1 corresponding to
a retardance of λ/2@510 nm for the FLCs and λ/4@465 nm for the waveplates. Each L and
θ are represented by 8 bits each in the genome. We use experimental values to ensure that our
design is based on as realistic components as possible.

The 3-FLC polarimeter design scoring the highest fitness function is shown in Table 1. The
wavelength range for which we optimized the polarimeter was from 430 to 2000 nm. To visu-
alize the performance of this design, we show a plot of κ−1(λ ) in Fig. 4. The inverse condition
number, κ−1, is larger than 0.5 over most parts of the spectrum, which is close to the optimal
inverse condition number (κ−1 = 1/

√
3 = 0.577). This is a great improvement compared to

the earlier reported 3-FLC design [21], which oscillates around κ−1 ≈ 0.33. The new design
promise a decrease in noise amplification by up to a factor of 2.1 for a Stokes polarimeter, and
up to factor of 4.5 for a Mueller polarimeter. In addition the upper spectral limit is extended
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Table 1. Orientation angles, θ , and normalized thicknesses L, of the components of the best
3-FLC polarimeter. (WP = (fixed) waveplate)

Component θ [◦] L
FLC1 56.5 2.44
WP1 172.9 1.10
FLC2 143.3 1.20
WP2 127.1 1.66
FLC3 169.4 1.42
WP3 110.1 4.40

from 1700 nm to 2000 nm. Shorter wavelengths than 430 nm were not considered as the FLC
material will be degraded by exposure to UV light. Previous designs often suffer from κ−1(λ )
oscillating as a function of wavelength, whereas our solution is more uniform over the wave-
length range we are interested in. This uniformity in κ(λ ) will, according to Eq. (1), give a
more uniform noise distribution over the spectrum.

To give some idea of how fast the GA converges, a plot of f [see Eq. (3)] as a function of the
generation number is shown in Fig. 5. The mean population fitness (μ) and standard deviation
(σ ) is also shown. As so often happens with genetic algorithms, we see that the maximal and
average fitness increases dramatically in the first few generations. Following this fast initial
progress, evolution slows down considerably, before it finally converges after 600 generations.
The parameters used in our GA to obtain these results are shown in Table 2.

A design using fewer components, in particular 2 FLCs and 2 waveplates, does have advan-
tages. These advantages include increased transmission of light, as well as reduced cost and
complexity with respect to building and maintaining the instrument. In addition some applica-
tions have weight and volume restrictions [3]. For these reasons, we have performed genetic
optimization of the 2-FLC design. In Fig. 6, we show the performance of two polarimeter de-
signs for the wavelength ranges 430−1100 nm (compatible with an Si detector) and 800−1700
nm. Both of these polarimeter designs show condition numbers which are considerably better

Fig. 4. Inverse condition number for the best GA-generated 3-FLC design. For comparison,
we show the inverse condition number of the patented 3-FLC design [21].
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Fig. 5. Convergence of fitness as a function of generation number. μ and σ refer to the
average and standard deviation of the population’s fitness, respectively. The best result
from this simulation is the one shown in Fig. 4.

Table 2. Genetic Algorithm parameters. The “crossover rate” is the probability for two
parents to undergo sexual reproduction (the alternative being asexual reproduction). The
parameter “crossover points” refer to the number of points where we cut the genome during
crossover (sexual reproduction). “Mutation rate” is the probability for any given individual
to undergo one or several bit flip mutations in one generation

Parameter Value
Crossover rate 0.7
Crossover points 2
Mutation rate 0.2
Population size 500

Table 3. Orientation angle, θ , and normalized thickness, L, of the 2-FLC polarimeters
shown in Fig. 6

Visible design NIR design
Component θ [◦] L θ [◦] L
FLC 1 90.4 1.17 177.9 2.60
WP 1 3.5 3.58 112.9 2.94
FLC 2 92.5 1.02 74.8 1.75
WP 2 19.8 3.52 163.1 4.71

than previously reported designs. The numerical parameters of the two designs based on 2 FLCs
are shown in Table 3.

Our optimization algorithm can, with little effort, be applied to a wider range of polarimeter
design. Any optical component can be included into our GA; for example, one can include fixed
waveplates of different materials, prisms, mirrors, and other types of liquid crystal devices. The
material of each component could also be a variable, which could help alleviate the dispersion
problem. The only requirement is that the retardance of the component in question must be
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Fig. 6. Condition number for two designs using 2 FLC retarders and 2 waveplates. By op-
timizing κ(λ ) over a narrower part of the spectrum, we can design good polarimeters with
fewer components. The polarimeter designs labeled “Visible” and “IR” show our two de-
signs, optimized for 430 nm< λ < 1100 nm and 800 nm< λ < 1700 nm, respectively. For
comparison with our “NIR” design, we show the previous simulated design from Ref. [30].
The curve labeled “Commercial” shows the measured condition number of a commercial
instrument (MM16, Horiba, 2006) based on the same (FLC) technology.

possible to either model theoretically or measure experimentally. It is possible to optimize a
polarimeter for a different wavelength range, simply by changing program inputs. Focusing on
a wavelength range which is as narrow as possible typically results in higher condition numbers
than reported here. Evaluating different technologies, materials and components for polarimetry
should thus be relatively straightforward. The task is not computationally formidable: we have
used ordinary desktop computers in all our calculations.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have used genetic algorithms to optimize the design of a fast multichannel
spectroscopic Stokes/Mueller polarimeter, using fast switching ferroelectric liquid crystals. We
have presented three polarimeter designs which promise significant improvement with respect
to previous work in terms of noise reduction and spectral range. Our approach requires rela-
tively little computational effort. One can easily generate new designs if one should wish to
use other components and materials, or if one wishes to focus on a different part of the opti-
cal spectrum. We hope that our designs will make polarimetry in general, and ellipsometry in
particular, a less noisy and more efficient measurement technique.
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